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The Queen’s Gambit
By Walter Tevis
Read by Amy Landon
At thirteen, Beth wins 
a chess tournament. At 
age sixteen, she com-
petes in the US Open 

Championship and, like Fast Eddie in The 
Hustler, she hates to lose. By eighteen, she is 
the US champion—and Russia awaits.
ZEcuq1 (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $17.48 
ZMcuq1 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

Anatomy of a 
Scandal
By Sarah Vaughan
Read by various narrators
Sophie’s husband, a lov-
ing father and successful 
public figure, stands 

accused of a terrible crime. Sophie is desper-
ate to protect her family from the lies that 
threaten to rip them apart.
10bkyo (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 

Pieces of Her
By Karin Slaughter
Read by Kathleen Early
Andrea Cooper thinks 
she knows everything 
about her mother. But 
all that changes when a 

trip to the mall explodes into violence, and 
Andrea sees a totally different side of her.
ZE8865 (u) 13 CDs $39.95  $19.98 
ZM8865 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98
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The Woman in the 
Window
By A. J. Finn
Read by Ann Marie Lee
Anna Fox spends her 
day drinking wine, 
watching old movies—

and spying on her neighbors. But when she 
sees something she shouldn’t, Anna’s world 
begins to crumble.
11c0k3 (u) 12 CDs $19.99  $10.00 

Death on the Nile
By Agatha Christie
Read by Kenneth Branagh
Detective Hercule Poirot 
is on a journey to Egypt, 
where the tranquility of 
a cruise along the Nile 

is shattered by the discovery that a stylish 
young woman has been shot.
10dqb5 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $17.50 

The Power of the Dog
By Thomas Savage
Afterword by Annie Proulx
NEW! Set in 1920s Mon-
tana, this compelling 
domestic drama tells the 
story of two brothers—

and of the woman and young boy, mother 
and son, whose arrival on the brothers’ ranch 
shatters an already tenuous peace.
ZEdxlt (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $20.00 

You May Now  
Kill the Bride
By R. L. Stine
Read by Brittany Pressley 
and Cassandra Campbell
Two sisters, divided by 
time, each with a terri-

ble resentment she can barely contain. Two 
Fear family weddings, decades apart. Each 
bride will find that the ancient curse that 
haunts the Fears lives on.
ZEccn6 (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $15.00 
ZMccn6 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Hillbilly Elegy
By J. D. Vance
Read by the author
J. D. Vance’s grandpar-
ents moved to Ohio to 
escape poverty, but were 
not able to fully escape 

poverty’s legacy. A moving memoir, Hillbilly 
Elegy is the story of what upward mobility 
feels like.
ZEbx6w (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $15.00 
ZMbx6w (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

French Exit
By Patrick deWitt
Read by Lorna Raver
Beset by scandal and 
impending bankruptcy, 
the Price family decides 
to cut their losses and 

head for Paris, serving as a backdrop not for 
love or romance, but self-destruction and 
economic ruin—to riotous effect.
ZEckyk (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $15.00 
ZMckyk (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

The Pale Horse
By Agatha Christie
Read by Hugh Fraser
In The Pale Horse, an el-
derly priest is murdered, 
quite possibly doomed by 
a woman’s deathbed con-

fession and by secrets kept safely locked behind 
the closed doors of a mysterious local pub.
ZEc1jp (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $15.00 
ZMc1jp (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

The Dig
By John Preston
Read by various narrators
Set against a backdrop 
of national anxiety as 
Britian prepares for war 
in 1939, Mrs. Pretty 

finds that the strange mounds on her land 
hold buried treasure. It soon becomes clear 
that this is no ordinary find.
ZEbq1h (u) 6 CDs $34.95  $17.48 
ZMbq1h (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98
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NEW MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
Serpentine
By Jonathan Kellerman
Read by John Rubinstein
NEW! A slew of detec-
tives have already failed 
to solve the murder of 
a mysterious woman 
found in a torched Ca-

dillac. But as Alex Delaware and Milo Sturgis 
begin digging, the mist begins to lift.
40dwin (u) 10 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

Available 2/2/21

Robert Ludlum’s The 
Treadstone Exile
By Joshua Hood
Read by Ron Butler
NEW! Ex-operative 
Adam Hayes has traded 
a black-ops CIA pro-
gram for a new start in 

Africa. But while on a charitable mission, he 
is attacked, his plane is damaged, and he’s left 
in a hornet’s nest of trouble.
40dwwr (u) 11 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/2/21

The Survivors
By Jane Harper
Read by Stephen Shanahan
NEW! Kieran Elliott’s life 
changed forever after 
one reckless mistake. 
The guilt still haunts 
him during a visit 

home, and when a body is found on the 
beach, questions that have never washed away 
begin to emerge.
40dwh5 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

The Unwilling
By John Hart
Read by Kevin Stillwell, 
with a letter read  
by the author
NEW! Determined to 
prove the innocence of his 
Vietnam veteran brother, 

Gibby must avoid the cops and dive deep into 
his brother’s hidden life—a dark world of heroin, 
guns, and outlaw motorcycle gangs.
40dob3 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

The Umbrella Lady
By V. C. Andrews
NEW! Saffron’s stay at 
an old woman’s house 
was supposed to be 
for a few minutes, but 
Saffron soon realizes she 
has been confined to a 

house of dark secrets and is now at the mercy 
of the enigmatic Umbrella Lady.
10e4vw (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Faithless in Death
By J. D. Robb
Read by Susan Ericksen
NEW! The scene in the 
West Village studio 
appears to be a classic 
crime-of-passion. But 
when Eve Dallas tracks 

down the wealthy Upper East Side woman 
who called 911, the details don’t add up.
40dw22 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Triple Chocolate 
Cheesecake Murder
By Joanne Fluke
Read by Suzanne Toren
NEW! Hannah’s bakery is 
abuzz with Easter orders 
when she gets a call that 
her sister, Andrea, is 

the prime suspect in the death of the town’s 
mayor. But Hannah suspects many in town 
had a motive for murder.
40e4cd (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/23/21

Smoke
By Joe Ide
Read by Zeno Robinson
NEW! Isaiah Quintabe’s 
unassuming nature dis-
guises his intelligence. 
Most people call him 
IQ. Word has gotten 

around: if you’ve got a problem, Isaiah will 
solve it, his rates adjustable to your income or 
lack thereof. 
40dyb8 (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21
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NEW MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

Never Far Away
By Michael Koryta
NEW! Witness to a 
gruesome crime, Leah 
Trenton entered the 
state’s protected witness 
program. When her 
children embark on a 

journey home, they encounter danger. Now 
Leah must come out of hiding and protect 
her family.
40dybi (u) 12 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/9/21

The Power Couple
By Alex Berenson
NEW! Rebecca and Brian 
Unsworth’s marriage 
isn’t perfect. Seeking to 
revive their relationship, 
they decide for their 
anniversary to take their 

kids to Europe. They have a blast—until 
their daughter gets abducted.
40dzqc (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Do No Harm
By Christina McDonald
NEW! Everything comes 
crashing down when 
Emma’s son, Josh, is 
diagnosed with a rare 
form of cancer. De-
termined to save him, 

Emma makes the risky decision to sell opi-
oids to fund the treatment he needs.
10dzoh (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

A Stranger in Town
By Kelley Armstrong
Read by Thérèse Plummer
NEW! When Detective 
Casey Duncan and 
Sheriff Eric Dalton find 
a seriously injured hiker, 
they must investigate 
what—or who—at-

tacked the woman and why. But town resi-
dents are uneasy and secretive.
40dwfx (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

A Fatal Lie
By Charles Todd
Read by Simon Vance
NEW! A peaceful village 
is thrown into turmoil 
when a terrified boy 
finds a body in a nearby 
river. There is no identi-

fication, he isn’t a local, and no one has seen 
him before. With little to go on, the police 
turn to Inspector Ian Rutledge.
ZEdyqd (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdyqd (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Run for Cover
By Michael Ledwidge
Read by Neil Hellegers
NEW! Seeking safety, 
Michael Gannon heads 
to the ranch of one of his 
closest war buddies. But 
when his friend’s brother 

is found dead, Gannon realizes some things are 
more important than keeping your head down.
ZEdyd6 (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdyd6 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Blood Grove
By Walter Mosley
NEW! Private investigator 
“Easy” Rawlins embarks 
on an investigation that 
takes him from moun-
taintops to the desert, 
facing hippies, the mob, 

and old friends perhaps more dangerous than 
anyone else. 
40dyb6 (u) 9 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/23/21

Blink of an Eye
By Iris Johansen and Roy 
Johansen
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers
NEW! Dr. Kendra Mi-
chaels races to rescue a 
young singer before time 
runs out. But as the ab-

ductor’s purpose becomes clear, she uncovers 
a plot she never could have imagined. 
40dybe (u) 10 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdybe (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99 $35.99

Available 2/2/21
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NEW NONFICTION
Walk in My  
Combat Boots
By James Patterson and 
Matt Eversmann, with 
Chris Mooney
NEW! Walk in my Com-
bat Boots is a powerful 
collection of never-be-

fore-told war stories crafted from hundreds 
of interviews by James Patterson and First 
Sergeant US Army (Ret.) Matt Eversmann.
40dybt (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdybt (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Available 2/8/21

Fish Out of Water
By Eric Metaxas
NEW! Fish Out of Water 
is a soaring, lyrical ac-
count of the early years 
or Eric Metaxas, the as-
tute Queens-born son of 
Greek and German im-

migrants struggling to make sense of a world 
in which he never quite seems to fit.
ZEefdw (u) 11 CDs $39.95  $31.96 
ZMefdw (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Available 2/2/21

Ancient Remedies
By Dr. Josh Axe
Read by Chris Abell
NEW! Ancient Remedies 
reveals how to cure more 
than seventy diseases, 
lose weight, and increase 
vitality with traditional 

healing practices passed down through the 
ages—without toxic, costly drugs.
40dyb4 (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/2/21

Prey
By Ayaan Hirsi Ali
Read by the author
NEW! Ayaan Hirsi Ali 
argues that Islamic 
extremism is spreading 
to the West because of 
the influx of immigrants 

from the Middle East and Africa, putting 
women’s hard-won rights at risk.
ZEdh7g (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdh7g (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Blindfold
By Theo Padnos
NEW! Offering unprec-
edented insight into 
the state of Syria today, 
Blindfold combines the 
emotional power of a 
captive’s memoir with a 

journalist’s account of a culture and a nation 
in conflict.
10dopv (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

The Pegan Diet
By Mark Hyman, MD
Read by the author
NEW! Mark Hyman 
explains how to take the 
best aspects of the paleo 
diet and combine them 
with the vegan diet to 

create a delicious diet that is not only good 
for your brain and your body, but also good 
for the planet.
40dybk (u) 6 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/23/21

Unmasked
By Andy Ngo
NEW! Reporter Andy 
Ngo was attacked in 
the streets by Antifa in 
2019. In Unmasked, 
Ngo tells the story of 
the extremist group, 

including interviews with other victims and 
even Antifa’s former followers.
ZEdsuq (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/2/21

Do Better
By Rachel Ricketts
NEW! Rachel Ricketts 
offers mindful and 
practical steps for all hu-
mans to dismantle white 
supremacy on a personal 
and collective level from 

a comprehensive, intersectional, and spiritu-
ally aligned perspective.
10e5vf (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21
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NEW NONFICTION

How to Not Die Alone
By Logan Ury
NEW! Logan Ury reveals 
the hidden forces that 
fuel faulty decision-mak-
ing and prevent us 
from finding love. But 
awareness alone doesn’t 

lead to results. You must actually change your 
behavior. Ury shows you how.
10dznh (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Coal Miner’s 
Daughter
By Loretta Lynn and 
George Vecsey
Read by Sissy Spacek
NEW! Nashville legend 
Loretta Lynn describes 
her rise from deep pov-

erty in Butcher Holler, Kentucky, to the top 
of the male-dominated country music indus-
try, revealing the fascinating woman behind 
the legend.
ZEds50 (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/16/21

Radiant
By Liz Heinecke
NEW! Radiant is the 
true story of an unlikely 
friendship between a 
dancer, Loie Fuller, and 
a scientist, Marie Curie, 
brought together by 

an illuminating discovery in dazzling Belle 
Epoch Paris.
ZEdybs (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/16/21

The Rope
By Alex Tresniowski
NEW! The Rope is a 
remarkable true-crime 
thriller recounting the 
1910 murder of ten-year-
old Marie Smith, the 
dawn of modern crimi-

nal detection, and the launch of the NAACP.
10dznj (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

The Black Banners 
(Declassified)
By Ali Soufan, with  
Daniel Freedman
Read by Fajer Al-Kaisi
Drawing on Ali Soufan’s 
experiences as a lead 

operative for the FBI. This new “declassified” 
edition corrects the record on how vital intel-
ligence was obtained from al-Qaeda suspects.
ZEdxi3 (u) 15 CDs $44.95  $35.96 
ZMdxi3 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

Guilty Admissions
By Nicole LaPorte
NEW! This is the shock-
ingly true story of the 
Varsity Blues scandal, 
involving crazy parents, 
privilege, and con men. 
An entertaining exposé 

on how the other half gets in.
ZEdqd2 (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21

An Anatomy of Pain
By Abdul-Ghaaliq Lalkhen
Read by Russell Bentley
NEW! An Anatomy of 
Pain is the first book to 
clearly explain the cur-
rent issues surrounding 
the treatment of pain 

and how society deals with those in pain, as 
well as how our bodies relate to pain.
10e40f (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Never Enough
By Mike Hayes
Read by the author
NEW! Mike Hayes re-
counts dramatic stories 
and offers battle- and 
boardroom-tested advice 
that will motivate listen-

ers to do work of value, live lives of purpose, 
and stretch themselves to their potential. 
40e36w (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
The Umbrella Lady
By V. C. Andrews
NEW! Saffron’s stay at 
an old woman’s house 
was supposed to be 
for a few minutes, but 
Saffron soon realizes she 
has been confined to a 

house of dark secrets and is now at the mercy 
of the enigmatic Umbrella Lady.
10e4vw (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

The Dilemma
By B. A. Paris
Read by Peter Noble and 
Elizabeth Eyre
Livia is finally having 
the birthday party she 
always dreamed of, to 

make up for the wedding Adam and her 
could never have. But will they still be able to 
keep the terrible secret about their daughter?
40cw5v (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Killing Quarry
By Max Allan Collins
Read by Stefan Rudnicki
Quarry finds out that—
for the first time—
someone has taken out a 
hit on him. Is the mys-

terious killer someone from Quarry’s past? 
Maybe even a past lover?
ZEdlcd (u) 4 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdlcd (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Girl Can’t Help It
By Max Allan Collins
Read by Dan John Miller
When two band mem-
bers die before the Rock 
and Country Music 
Fest, Police Chief Krista 
Larson and her father, 

Keith, suspect there may be more to their un-
timely deaths than anyone else can see.
10dckg (u) 6 CDs $25.99  $20.79 

Available 3/10/20

The White  
Cottage Mystery
By Margery Allingham
Read by William Gaminara
Seven people might 
have murdered Eric 
Crowther. Seven people 

had good cause. It was not lack of evidence 
that sent Detective Chief Inspector Challenor 
across Europe to unravel a chaos of clues.
10dnr4 (u) 4 CDs $14.99  $11.99 

Traitor’s Purse
By Margery Allingham
Read by David Thorpe
Detective Albert 
Campion awakes in a 
hospital suffering from 
acute amnesia and is 

accused of attacking a police officer. But all 
he remembers is that he was on a mission of 
vital importance.
10dnrn (u) 7 CDs $14.99  $11.99 

Nothing Ventured
By Jeffrey Archer
Read by George Blagden
Against his family’s 
wishes, William War-
wick joins London’s po-
lice force. As a fledgling 

Scotland Yard detective, he investigates the 
theft of a Rembrandt painting—and meets 
his nemesis.
40d348 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Robert B. Parker’s 
Someone to Watch 
Over Me
By Ace Atkins
Read by Joe Mantegna
NEW! As Spenser and 
Maggie, his young as-
sistant, investigate the 

death of her childhood friend, she uncovers 
a massive sex-trafficking ring that will bring 
them to a showdown with local toughs and 
old enemies. 
40dte5 (u) 6 CDs $32.00  $25.60 

Available 1/12/21
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
MICHAEL B. KEOPA Stranger in Town

By Kelley Armstrong
Read by Thérèse Plummer
NEW! When Detective 
Casey Duncan and 
Sheriff Eric Dalton find 
a seriously injured hiker, 
they must investigate 

what—or who—attacked the woman and why. 
But town residents are uneasy and secretive.
40dwfx (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Surfacing
By Margaret Atwood
Read by Kim Handysides
An artist goes searching 
for her missing father 
in northern Quebec, 
setting out with her 

lover and another young couple. Sex becomes 
a catalyst, a marriage falls apart, and violence 
and death follow.
10dnrh (u) 6 CDs $19.99  $15.99 

The Invasion  
of Heaven
Read by Gabrielle de Cuir,  
John Rubinstein, and 
Stefan Rudnicki
After psychologist Loche 
Newirth falls fifty feet 

into icy waters, he begins to hallucinate. He 
now sees the window into the afterlife, a win-
dow that men will kill him to control.
ZEdbvx (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdbvx (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Leaves of Fire
Read by various narrators
Psychologist Loche  
Newirth and Julia Iris 
must come to terms 
with Loche’s prophetic 
writings that have 

changed the course of history and shaped the 
lives of countless people.
ZEdbvw (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdbvw (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Shape of Rain
Read by Gabrielle de Cuir  
and Stefan Rudnicki
Psychologist Loche  
Newirth’s assassination is 
ordered to prevent him 
from rewriting history. 

But his former mentor, Dr. Marcus Rearden, 
wants him alive to torture and control. 
ZEdbvv (u) 14 CDs $44.95  $35.96 
ZMdbvv (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

To Catch a Cat
By Marian Babson
Read by Sarah Nichols
Eleven-year-old Robin 
must kidnap Mrs. Nor-
dling’s prize-winning 
cat if he wants to join 

the school gang. But after getting into their 
house and finding the cat, he stumbles upon 
a terrifying scene.
ZEdbut (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdbut (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Power Couple
By Alex Berenson
NEW! Rebecca and Brian 
Unsworth’s marriage 
isn’t perfect. Seeking to 
revive their relationship, 
they decide for their 
anniversary to take their 

kids to Europe. They have a blast—until 
their daughter gets abducted.
40dzqc (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Long Range
By C. J. Box
Read by David Chandler
Game warden Joe 
Pickett must investigate 
a murder which was 
committed from a con-

foundingly long distance. Beset by threats, he 
discovers his best friend is the prime suspect.
40dkct (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdkct (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.95  $31.96
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
Thick as Thieves
By Sandra Brown
Read by Kyf Brewer
In this tantalizing 
thriller, Arden Maxwell, 
seeking to learn her 
father’s involvement in 

a twenty-year-old heist that ended in murder, 
runs afoul of his accomplices.
40dqd4 (u) 9 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdqd4 (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Bahama Burnout
By Don Bruns
Read by Peter Berkrot
NEW! Rock and roll 
writer Mick Sever is sent 
to the Bahamas to cover 
the opening of the new 

Highland Studio. But when he arrives, he 
finds the studio burnt, an unidentified body 
inside, and the locals talking about a curse.
ZEe0n8 (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMe0n8 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Cabin on 
Souder Hill
By Lonnie Busch
Read by Sarah Mollo-
Christensen
Michelle and Cliff Stage 
bought an isolated cabin 

with hopes of repairing their marriage. But 
when Cliff disappears, Michelle’s life will 
change in unimaginable ways.
ZEcwdc (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcwdc (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Sicilian Method
By Andrea Camilleri
Translated by Stephen 
Sartarelli
Read by Grover Gardner
NEW! When two bodies 
are found, Inspector 
Montalbano must find 

answers using one of the victim’s strange 
notebooks, comments on all the actors he 
worked with, dossiers, and written plays.
ZEdsqe (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdsqe (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Hercule Poirot:  
The Complete  
Short Stories
By Agatha Christie
Foreword by Charles Todd
NEW! In this complete 
collection of more than 
fifty stories, ranging 

from short tales to novellas, the dapper Bel-
gian detective Hercule Poirot faces violent 
murders, poisonings, kidnappings, and thefts.
ZEdxwu (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxwu (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Brewed Awakening
By Cleo Coyle
Read by Rebecca Gibel
Clare Cosi must find 
a way to reclaim her 
memories and rescue the 
hotel heiress whose kid-

napping she apparently witnessed before this 
high-stakes crime ends in tragedy—and with 
Clare behind bars.
ZEbklp (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMbklp (u) 2 MP3 CDs $29.95  $23.96

The Hollow Ones
By Guillermo del Toro and 
Chuck Hogan
Read by Brittany Pressley
Odessa Hardwicke’s life 
is derailed when she’s 
forced to turn her gun 

on her partner, who had turned violent. After 
accepting a low-level assignment, she is soon 
on the trail of a mysterious figure.
40dmem (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Tropic of Stupid
By Tim Dorsey
Read by Oliver Wyman
NEW! Devoted Flor-
idaphile Serge Storms 
is thrilled to discover 
he may be related to a 
notorious serial killer. 

But all is not as it appears, and a newfound 
friendship in the swamps of Florida may lead 
to deadly results. 
ZEdxx5 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxx5 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 1/26/21
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
A Forgotten Murder
By Jude Deveraux
Read by Susan Bennett
Old friends gather to 
solve a twenty-five-year-
old mystery. But the 
festive weekend takes a 

dangerous turn when the remains of a body 
are found and the victim was clearly met with 
foul play.
40disy (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdisy (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.95  $31.96

The Snow Raven
By Connie Dial
Read by Marguerite Gavin
The search to find a 
traitor in blue nearly 
kills Detective Josie 
Corsino’s best friend and 

puts her in the middle of a drug war. Finding 
the corrupt cop is the only way she can keep 
the killer from striking again.
ZEdr8g (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdr8g (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Shakedown
By Newt Gingrich and 
Pete Earley
Read by Eric Martin
Unlikely partners Valerie 
Mayberry and Brett 
Garrett are caught up 

in clandestine ops and a deadly crisis with 
Iran—with the fate of the entire East Coast 
at stake—in this action-packed adventure.
ZEdlco (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdlco (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Triple Chocolate 
Cheesecake Murder
By Joanne Fluke
Read by Suzanne Toren
NEW! Hannah’s bakery is 
abuzz with Easter orders 
when she gets a call that 
her sister, Andrea, is 

the prime suspect in the death of the town’s 
mayor. But Hannah suspects many in town 
had a motive for murder.
40e4cd (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

You Don’t Know Me
By Sara Foster
Read by Anthea Greco and 
Raphael Corkhill
Tom Carruso left home 
soon after Lizzie Burdett 
disappeared under a 

cloud of suspicion, and now he’s back for the 
inquest into Lizzie’s disappearance—intent 
on telling his story.
ZEdh8e (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdh8e (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Beneath the 
Shadows
By Sara Foster
Read by Lorna Bennett
When Grace’s husband, 
Adam, inherits an iso-
lated North Yorkshire 

cottage, they leave the bustle of London 
behind to try a new life. A week later, Adam 
vanishes without a trace.
ZEdh8c (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdh8c (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Available 2/21/21

The Butterfly House
By Katrine Engberg
Read by Graeme Malcolm
NEW! Detectives Jeppe 
Kørner and Anette Wer-
ner race to solve a series 
of sordid murders linked 

to some of the most vulnerable patients in a 
Danish hospital. 
10dzol (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

An Extravagant Death
By Charles Finch
Read by James Langton
NEW! A beautiful debu-
tante has thrown herself 
from a cliff. But was 
it a suicide? Charles 
Lenox travels to the 

family’s magnificent Newport mansion to 
investigate. What ensues is a fiendish game 
of cat and mouse. 
40dwfm (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

Bad Habits
By Amy Gentry
Read by Rebecca Lowman
NEW! In this whip-smart 
psychological thriller, 
grad student Claire 
“Mac” Woods becomes 
embroiled in a deadly 

rivalry that changes her into someone un-
recognizable to her struggling family, her am-
bitious academic friends, and even herself.
ZEe49m (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe49m (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

White Out
By Danielle Girard
Read by Whitney 
Dykhouse
Widow and ex-FBI agent 
Cody O’Brien is on the 
run to save her son while 

heading blindly toward a past that wants only 
one thing from her: cold-blooded revenge.
10dkqo (u) 9 CDs $25.99  $20.79 

The Night Swim
By Megan Goldin
Read by Bailey Carr, 
January LaVoy, and 
Samantha Desz
Rachel Krall, a true-
crime podcast host 
covering a controversial 

trial, finds herself drawn deep into a small 
town’s dark past and a brutal crime that took 
place there years before.
40do9t (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Death on Deadline
By Robert Goldsborough
Read by L. J. Ganser
Nero Wolfe’s favorite 
newspaper faces a 
hostile take-over, and 
the paper’s staunchest 

supporter is suddenly found dead. Master 
sleuth Nero Wolfe steps into the crossfire of a 
tabloid war. 
ZEdukr (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdukr (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Survivors
By Jane Harper
Read by Stephen Shanahan
NEW! Kieran Elliott’s life 
changed forever after 
one reckless mistake. 
The guilt still haunts 
him during a visit 

home, and when a body is found on the 
beach, old questions that have never washed 
away begin to emerge.
40dwh5 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

The Sea of Lost Girls
By Carol Goodman
Read by Natalie Naudus
One morning, Tess gets 
a call from her son Ru-
dy’s school: Lila Zeller, 
her son’s girlfriend, has 

been found dead on the beach—not far from 
where Tess picked Rudy up just hours before.
ZEdh0h (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdh0h (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Two Victims
By Helen H. Durrant
Read by Lucy Price-Lewis
Detective Rachel King 
has two victims to deal 
with. Does she have 
a serial killer on her 

hands? And will her former lover, Jed McA-
teer, come back to haunt her with his con-
nections to the victims?
10ds2b (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

The Case of the 
Reincarnated Client
By Tarquin Hall
Read by Sam Dastor
A client comes to Vish 
Puri claiming to have 
been murdered in a past 

life. It is a novel dilemma even for Puri, but 
how else could the client so accurately de-
scribe the victim’s final hours?
ZEdi8g (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdi8g (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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The Unwilling
By John Hart
Read by Kevin Stillwell, 
with a letter read by  
the author
NEW! Determined to 
prove the innocence of his 
Vietnam veteran brother, 

Gibby must avoid the cops and dive deep into 
his brother’s hidden life—a dark world of heroin, 
guns, and outlaw motorcycle gangs.
40dob3 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Not One of Us
By Debbie Herbert
NEW! Thirteen years 
ago, Jori Trahan’s boy-
friend vanished without 
a trace. Now, after 
moving back home to 
Alabama to care for her 

ailing grandmother and autistic brother, she 
comes face-to-face with the deadly mystery 
behind his disappearance.
10e3bu (u) 8 CDs $25.99  $20.79

Available 2/1/21

Robert Ludlum’s The 
Treadstone Exile
By Joshua Hood
Read by Ron Butler
NEW! Ex-operative 
Adam Hayes has traded 
a black-ops CIA pro-
gram for a new start in 

Africa. But while on a charitable mission, he 
is attacked, his plane is damaged, and he’s left 
in a hornet’s nest of trouble.
40dwwr (u) 11 CDs $40.00  $32.00

Available 2/2/21

The Taking of 
Libbie, SD
By David Housewright
Read by Brent Hinkley
A grifter cons an entire 
town using Mac McK-
enzie’s name, leaving 

the real McKenzie facing an angry town with 
nothing left to lose.
ZEdo1a (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdo1a (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Missing and 
Endangered
By J. A. Jance
Read by Hillary Huber
NEW! In Missing and 
Endangered, Cochise 
County Sheriff Joanna 
Brady’s professional and 

personal lives collide when Jennifer, her col-
lege-age daughter, is involved in a mysterious 
missing persons case.
10dqak (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Credible Threat
By J. A. Jance
Read by Karen Ziemba
When an archbishop 
begins receiving anon-
ymous threats, local 
police dismiss them. 

But after an attempted assassination, it’s up 
to Ali Reynolds to track down the source of 
the threats.
40dhed (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Smoke
By Joe Ide
Read by Zeno Robinson
NEW! Isaiah Quintabe’s 
unassuming nature dis-
guises his intelligence. 
Most people call him 
IQ. Word has gotten 

around: if you’ve got a problem, Isaiah will 
solve it, his rates adjustable to your income or 
lack thereof. 
40dyb8 (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21

Blink of an Eye
By Iris Johansen and Roy 
Johansen
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers
NEW! Dr. Kendra Mi-
chaels races to rescue a 
young singer before time 
runs out. But as the ab-

ductor’s purpose becomes clear, she uncovers 
a plot she never could have imagined. 
40dybe (u) 10 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdybe (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99 $35.99

Available 2/2/21
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
Serpentine
By Jonathan Kellerman
Read by John Rubinstein
NEW! A slew of detec-
tives have already failed 
to solve the murder of 
a mysterious woman 
found in a torched Ca-

dillac. But as Alex Delaware and Milo Sturgis 
begin digging, the mist begins to lift.
40dwin (u) 10 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

Available 2/2/21

The Half Sister
By Sandie Jones
Read by Kristin Atherton
Sisters Kate and Lauren 
meet for Sunday lunch 
every week without fail, 
especially after the loss 

of their father. But a knock at the door is 
about to change everything.
40dnjj (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Devoted
By Dean Koontz
Read by Edoardo Ballerini
Woody Bookman hasn’t 
spoken a word in his 
eleven years of life. He 
believes a monstrous evil 

was behind his father’s death and now threat-
ens him and his mother. And he’s not alone 
in his thoughts.
10dmck (u) 9 CDs $38.99  $31.19 

Never Far Away
By Michael Koryta
Read by Robert Petkoff
NEW! Witness to a 
gruesome crime, Leah 
Trenton entered the 
state’s protected witness 
program. When her 

children embark on a journey home, they 
encounter danger. Now Leah must come out 
of hiding and protect her family.
40dybi (u) 12 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/9/21

A Woman Alone
By Nina Laurin
Read by Chloe Cannon
A year after a brutal 
home invasion that left 
her traumatized, Cecelia 
and her family move 

into a new house, supposedly more secure. 
But reality proves different as strange things 
begin to happen.
ZEdmfa (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Edinburgh Midnight
By Carole Lawrence
Read by Simon Mattacks
With the help of his 
friend Arthur Conan 
Doyle, Detective Ian 
Hamilton investigates a 

series of deaths in his aunt Lillian’s circle of 
séance friends.
10dji9 (u) 8 CDs $25.99  $20.79 

Run for Cover
By Michael Ledwidge
Read by Neil Hellegers
NEW! Seeking safety, 
Michael Gannon heads 
to the ranch of one of 
his closest war buddies. 
But when his friend’s 

brother is found dead, Gannon realizes some 
things are more important than keeping your 
head down.
ZEdyd6 (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdyd6 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Stop at Nothing
By Michael Ledwidge
Read by Neil Hellegers
Expat diving instructor 
Michael Gannon finds 
a fortune of cash and 
diamonds after a plane 

crashes in the Bahamas. Soon, the world’s 
most powerful and dangerous men will be 
trying to catch him.
ZEdixx (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdixx (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99
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MYSTERY & SUSPENSE

A Private Cathedral
By James Lee Burke
Read by Will Patton
After finding himself 
caught up in one of 
Louisiana’s oldest family 
rivalries, Detective Robi-

cheaux must battle his most terrifying adver-
sary yet: a time-traveling superhuman assassin.
40dpk6 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Democracy in One 
Book or Less
By David Litt
Read by the author
If We, the People, want 
to save our republic, 
we need to start by 

understanding it. Litt provides a blueprint 
for restoring the balance of power in America 
before it’s too late. 
ZEdpyg (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdpyg (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Tom Clancy  
Firing Point
By Mike Maden
Read by Scott Brick
While on vacation in 
Barcelona, Jack Ryan Jr. 
goes on an unrelenting 

search to find out the reason behind an old 
friend’s death by a suicide bomber—and dis-
covers that his friend had secrets of her own.
40dmv1 (u) 9 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

A Reasonable Doubt
By Phillip Margolin
Read by Thérèse Plummer
Young criminal defense 
attorney Robin Lock-
wood must unravel a 
tangled skein of murder 

and bloody mischief to discover why a re-
nowned professional magician really disap-
peared after debuting a new trick.
40dcpd (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Do No Harm
By Christina McDonald
NEW! Everything comes 
crashing down when 
Emma’s son, Josh, is 
diagnosed with a rare 
form of cancer. De-
termined to save him, 

Emma makes the risky decision to sell opi-
oids to fund the treatment he needs.
10dzoh (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

You Can’t Catch Me
By Catherine McKenzie
Read by Julia Whelan
Twelve years after Jes-
sica Williams escaped 
a cult, she meets a 
woman with an iden-

tical name and birth date. It appears to be 
just an odd coincidence—until Jessica finds 
her bank account drained.
10dmdl (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Love and Other Lies
By Ben McPherson
Read by Steve Worsely
NEW! Cal and Elsa have 
the perfect relationship. 
But when their oldest 
daughter disappears, 
Cal believes his family 

is strong enough to hold out hope, but as 
they deal with the tragedy, doubts begin to 
creep in.
ZEahtj (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMahtj (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99 $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Blood Grove
By Walter Mosley
NEW! Private investigator 
“Easy” Rawlins embarks 
on an investigation that 
takes him from moun-
taintops to the desert, 
facing hippies, the mob, 

and old friends perhaps more dangerous than 
anyone else. 
40dyb6 (u) 9 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/23/21
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Texas Outlaw
By James Patterson and 
Andrew Bourelle
Read by Christopher  
Ryan Grant
Texas Ranger Rory Yates 
uncovers a tangle of 
small-town secrets, fa-

vors, and lies. To get to the truth before more 
lives are lost, he’s forced to take some liberties 
with the investigation.
40dhyd (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

The Summer House
By James Patterson and 
Brendan DuBois
Read by Ari Fliakos
When seven murder 
victims are found in a 
dilapidated crash pad, 

the homicide investigation shakes small-town 
sheriff Emma Williams to her core. 
40dmfu (u) 9 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdmfu (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Hush
By James Patterson and 
Candice Fox
Read by Kathryn Hartman
Prison is a dangerous 
place for a former cop—
as Harriet Blue is learn-
ing on a daily basis. The 

last person she wants to see is Deputy Police 
Commissioner Joe Woods, but he’s ready to 
offer her a deal.
41dmfk (u) 7 CDs $20.00  $16.00 VALUE PRICE
ZMdmfk (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Available 2/23/21

The Midwife 
Murders
By James Patterson and 
Richard DiLallo
Read by Sophie Amoss
When two kidnappings 
and a stabbing happen 

in a university hospital, something has to be 
done—and Senior Midwife Lucy Ryuan is 
fearless enough to try.
40drcm (u) 7 CDs $30.00  $24.00 
ZMdrcm (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Nancy Drew
By Micol Ostow
Read by Andi Arndt
Nancy Drew isn’t one 
for ghost stories. So 
when the annual Horse-
shoe Bay Naming Day 

celebration is threatened by eerie warnings of 
an old curse, Nancy is sure someone—some-
one human—is behind them.
10dm96 (u) 5 CDs $34.99  $20.99

Love & Other Crimes
By Sara Paretsky
Read by Susan Ericksen
Love and Other Crimes 
is a collection of stories 
that celebrates Paretsky’s 
exceptional skill and 

explores the dark conspiracies and desperate 
human acts hiding in plain sight. 
ZEdncb (u) 11 CDs $44.99  $26.99 
ZMdncb (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $23.99

A Conspiracy  
of Bones
By Kathy Reichs
Read by Linda Emond
As Temperance Brennan 
recovers from neurosur-
gery, she receives mes-

sages containing pictures of a corpse with no 
face or hands. She must discover who the dead 
man is and why the texts were sent to her.
40dgjc (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

The Shadow Box
By Luanne Rice
NEW! After Claire Beau-
dry Chase is attacked, 
her husband, Griffin, 
becomes the prime sus-
pect. But he is running 
for governor, and she 

thinks he would kill her to hide the truth of a 
crime he committed long ago.
10e3bw (u) 8 CDs $25.99  $20.79 

Available 2/1/21
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Faithless in Death
By J. D. Robb
Read by Susan Ericksen
NEW! The scene in the 
West Village studio 
appears to be a classic 
crime-of-passion. But 
when Eve Dallas tracks 

down the wealthy Upper East Side woman 
who called 911, the details don’t add up.
40dw22 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Tom Clancy’s 
Op-Center:God of War
By Jeff Rovin
Created by Tom Clancy and 
Steve Pieczenik
Read by Aaron Abano
After the outbreak of 
a killer super virus, the 

Black Wasp team must prevent America’s 
enemies from gaining access to the most dan-
gerous weapon the world has ever seen.
40dobx (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99

88 Names
By Matt Ruff
Read by Ewan Chung
John Chu is a “sher-
pa”—a paid guide to 
online games. Chu’s 
new client, “Mr. Jones,” 

is actually Kim Jong-un, whose interest in 
VR gaming has more to do with power than 
entertainment.
ZEdhkl (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdhkl (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99 $31.99

The Nothing Man
By Catherine Ryan Howard
Read by Alana Kerr Collins  
and John Keating
At the age of twelve, 
Eve Black was the only 
member of her family 

to survive an encounter with serial attacker the 
Nothing Man. Now an adult, she is obsessed 
with identifying the man who destroyed her life.
ZEcepn (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcepn (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Obliteration
By James S. Murray and 
Darren Wearmouth
Read by James S. Murray
Despite the heroics of 
New York Mayor Tom 
Cafferty and his team, 

evil creatures from above and below ground 
arise again, threatening the world and all its 
inhabitants with extinction.
ZEdml3 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdml3 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Last Straw
By Sharon Sala
Read by Adam Gold
NEW! Charlie Dodge 
and his partner Wyrick 
are searching for a 
woman who disap-
peared out of her locked 

apartment. The two find themselves in a race 
to save a woman’s life before a serial killer 
strikes again.
ZEdydn (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdydn (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99 $31.99

Available 2/23/21

All the Best Lies
By Joanna Schaffhausen
Read by Lauren Fortgang
Far from home, Reed 
Markham and Ellery 
Hathaway discover 
Reed’s murdered mother 

had snared the attention of dangerous men—
any of whom might have wanted to shut her 
up for good.
ZEcuez (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcuez (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Adverse Effects
By Joel Shulkin, MD
Read by Madeleine 
Lambert
Psychiatrist Cristina Silva 
is achieving miracles by 
prescribing a new mem-

ory-recovery drug. Until one of her patients 
jumps from an eight-story window to his 
death. Maybe the drug isn’t safe after all.
ZEdbwj (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdbwj (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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The Silent Wife
By Karin Slaughter
Read by Kathleen Early
GBI investigator Will 
Trent needs medical 
examiner Sara Linton to 
help him hunt down a 

ruthless murderer. But when the past and pres-
ent collide, everything Will values is at stake.
ZE8867 (u) 15 CDs $44.95  $35.96 
ZM8867 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

Little Disasters
By Sarah Vaughan
Read by various narrators
Liz Trenchard is an ex-
perienced pediatrician 
with a duty to protect 
all children. When an 

affluent mother turns up at the ER with her 
baby, she immediately prompts suspicion.
10dmuw (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99

A Fatal Lie
By Charles Todd
Read by Simon Vance
NEW! A peaceful village 
is thrown into turmoil 
when a terrified boy 
finds a body. There is no 
identification, and no 

one has seen him before. With little to go on, 
the police turn to Inspector Ian Rutledge.
ZEdyqd (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdyqd (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

The Old Religion
By Martyn Waites
Read by the author
Tom Killgannon is in 
the Witness Protection 
Program hiding from 
some very violent people 

when a seventeen-year-old runaway takes his 
wallet … which holds everything about his 
new identity.
ZEcqw0 (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcqw0 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Final Cut
By S. J. Watson
Read by various narrators
Documentary film-
maker Alex travels to 
sleepy Blackwood Bay 
to shoot her new film 

and encounters a dark mystery surrounding 
the disappearance of a local girl..
ZEca18 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMca18 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

We Can Only Save 
Ourselves
By Alison Wisdom
Read by Jesse Vilinsky
NEW! High-achieving 
student Alice Lange is 
the pride of her town, 
until she leaves to follow 

a magnetic stranger across the state. Back 
home, townspeople obsess about Alice’s dis-
appearance and its effect on them.
ZEdy65 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdy65 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Lola on Fire
By Rio Youers
Read by Jim Meskimen
NEW! Desperate to 
buy medication, Brody 
Ellis robs a convenience 
store—and loses his wallet 

there. But instead of the cops arriving at his door, 
it’s a woman who offers to return the evidence in 
exchange for a favor.
ZEdxbe (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxbe (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Hard Rain
By Irma Venter
Read by Sarah Zimmerman 
and Steve West
Journalist Alex Derksen 
finds himself on the 
wrong side of the news. 

Chaos follows him wherever he goes. When 
an IT billionaire washes up onshore, he finds 
himself at the center of the investigation.
10dh7a (u) 8 CDs $24.99  $19.99 
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Sixteen-year-old Iduna harbors a dark secret. On the 
surface, she is an Arendellian village girl, an aspiring 

inventor, and the best friend of Prince Agnarr, but she 
is also secretly Northuldra, despised and distrusted 

by Arendellians. The only clear thing is that she must 
keep her identity from everyone, even Agnarr. As Iduna 
and Agnarr grow ever closer, however, friendship is no 

longer enough. If only falling for each other didn’t mean 
risking their futures.

 
But for a chance at true love,  

the risk might be worth taking.

 NARRATED BY AWARD-WINNING ACTORS  

EVAN RACHEL WOOD & ALFRED MOLINA

ZEdtox (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdtox (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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In the Midst of Winter
By Isabel Allende
Read by Dennis Boutsikaris, 
Alma Cuervo, and Jasmine 
Cephas Jones
After a university pro-
fessor hits the car of a 
young undocumented 

immigrant, what at first seems an inconve-
nience takes a more serious turn when the 
woman comes to his house, seeking help.
40bksh (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99

The Hunting Party
By Lucy Foley
Read by various narrators
A group of old college 
friends meet up for their 
annual reunion just 
before a blizzard cuts 

them off from the outside world. Two days 
later, one of them is dead … and another of 
them did it.
ZEcst7 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMcst7 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Chronicles of 
Narnia Box Set
By C. S. Lewis
Read by various narrators
Enter C. S. Lewis’s 
magical world of 
Narnia. Each of these 

extraordinary, timeless stories stands alone, 
but together they are the history of a fantastic 
world that becomes as real as our own.
40c81d (u) 24 CDs $75.00  $60.00 

Invisible Girl
By Lisa Jewell
Read by Donna Banya, 
Katherine Kelly, and 
Connor Swindells
The Fours family have a 
bad feeling about their 
neighbor Owen Pick. 

Then young Saffyre Maddox disappears—and 
the last person to see her alive is Owen. But 
the Fours family carries secrets of their own.
40ds96 (u) 8 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

One by One
By Ruth Ware
Read by Imogen Church
When an off-site com-
pany retreat to promote 
collaboration goes ut-
terly wrong after an ava-

lanche hits, the corporate food chain becomes 
irrelevant and survival trumps togetherness.
40dsjm (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

In a Dark, Dark 
Wood
By Ruth Ware
Read by Imogen Church
When Leonora is in-
vited to the English 
countryside for a week-

end away, revelations unfold among friends 
old and new, and a haunting realization 
creeps in: they are not alone in the woods.
40bl6t (u) 8 CDs $19.99  $15.99 

Murder on the 
Orient Express 
[Movie Tie-in]
By Agatha Christie
Read by Kenneth Branagh
This new recording of 
the most widely read 

mystery of all time is performed by Kenneth 
Branagh, the award-winning actor who 
played the role of Hercule Poirot in the ac-
claimed 2017 movie.
ZEce2a (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMce2a (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Child Finder
By Rene Denfeld
Read by Alyssa Bresnahan
Madison Culver would 
be eight right now—if 
she’s still alive. The Cul-
vers hire Naomi, a PI 

that was once missing too, to find her. The 
girl’s whereabouts may uncover the secrets of 
Naomi’s past.
11ahuz (u) 7 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE
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Once Upon a River
By Diane Setterfield
Read by Juliet Stevenson
A wounded man ap-
pears at an inn carrying 
the lifeless body of a 
small girl. Hours later, 

she returns to life. But, mute, she can’t even 
say her name. Is it a miracle? Magic? Can 
science explain what she cannot? 
40crs7 (u) 13 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Me Before You
By Jojo Moyes
Read by various narrators
Louisa Clark is an ordi-
nary girl living an ordi-
nary life, until she takes 
a job for Will Traynor, 

who is wheelchair bound after an accident, 
mourning the loss of his enormous lifestyle, 
and unsure he can live like this.
40am5k (u) 12 CDs $30.00  $24.00 

Together at 
Midnight
By Jennifer Castle
Read by Arielle DeLisle  
and James Fouhey
Why can it feel like 
being kind is so hard? 

High school senior Kendall, who just returned 
from a semester in Europe, and Max, who is 
drifting through a gap year, struggle with this 
question when they witness an accident.
ZEcar1 (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMcar1 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

My Dark Vanessa
By Kate Elizabeth Russell
Read by Grace Gummer
At fifteen, Vanessa Wye 
had an affair with her 
English teacher. Decades 
later, he is accused of 
sexual abuse, and Vanes-

sa’s belief that she willingly engaged in this 
relationship is called to question.
11dcf5 (u) 13 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Available 2/2/21

Lilac Girls
By Martha Hall Kelly
Read by Kathleen Gati, 
Cassandra Campbell,  
and Kathrin Kana
Set across the globe 
during WWII, from 
New York to Poland, the 

lives of three women intertwine when one of 
them is sent to Ravensbrück, the notorious 
Nazi concentration camp for women.
40bq42 (u) 14 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

The Widow
By Fiona Barton
Read by various narrators
When the police started 
asking questions, Jean 
Taylor turned into a dif-
ferent woman. But that 

woman’s husband died last week. And Jean 
doesn’t have to be her anymore.
41bp63 (u) 8 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

As Old as Time
By Liz Braswell
Read by James Patrick 
Cronin
When Belle touches the 
Beast’s enchanted rose, 
memories flood through 

Belle’s mind—memories of a mother she 
thought she would never see again.
ZEc0qq (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMc0qq (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Behind Closed 
Doors
By B. A. Paris
Read by Georgia Maguire
Jack and Grace seem to 
be the perfect couple. 
However, there are signs 

that go beyond the facade. Some might won-
der what really goes on behind closed doors.
40c2b7 (u) 7 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
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Misery
By Stephen King
Read by Lindsay Crouse
Bestselling novelist Paul 
Sheldon thinks he’s 
finally free of Misery 
Chastain, the popular 

protagonist of his romance series. After a car 
accident, a merciful rescuer makes him recon-
sider Misery’s fate.
10acth (u) 10 CDs $44.99  $35.99 

Manitou Canyon
By William Kent Krueger
Read by David Chandler
In the extraordinary new 
Cork O’Connor thriller 
from Edgar Award–win-
ning author William 

Kent Krueger, the lives of hundreds of inno-
cent people are at stake when Cork vanishes 
just days before his daughter’s wedding.
40ahq6 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMahq6 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.95  $31.96

The Kept
By James Scott
Read by Kate Udall
In the winter of 1897, 
a trio of killers murder 
a father and four chil-
dren. Espeth Howell 

and her son Caleb are the sole survivors. 
The two find themselves on a dark quest to 
avenge their family.
ZEbacd (u) 10 CDs $44.99  $35.99 

The Terror
By Dan Simmons
Read by Tom Sellwood
The men on board 
HMS Terror have every 
expectation of finding 
the Northwest Passage. 

When the expedition’s leader dies, Captain 
Francis Crozier attempts to lead his men 
south across the ice.
ZEc3lm (u) 22 CDs $66.00  $52.80 

The Book Thief
By Markus Zusak
Read by Allan Corduner
Nazi Germany, 1939. 
Liesel Meminger is a 
foster girl who steals 
books. She shares her 

books with her neighbors during bombing 
raids, as well as with the Jewish man hidden 
in her basement.
41auyp (u) 11 CDs $29.95  $23.96 VALUE PRICE

The Lovely Bones
By Alice Sebold
Read by the author
Susie Salmon is mur-
dered in 1973 and 
watches life on earth 
continue without her. 

She watches her friends trading rumors about 
her disappearance, her killer trying to cover 
his tracks, and her grief-stricken family.
41b2r9 (u) 9 CDs $19.98  $15.98 VALUE PRICE
ZMb2r9 (u) 1 MP3 CD $54.99  $43.99

Such a Fun Age
By Kiley Reid
Read by Nicole Lewis
Such a Fun Age is a 
page-turning and big-
hearted story about race 
and privilege, set around 

a young black babysitter, her well-intentioned 
employer, and a surprising connection that 
threatens to undo them both.
40dc38 (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Welcome to the 
Goddamn Ice Cube
By Blair Braverman
Read by the author
At eighteen, Blair 
Braverman left Califor-
nia for Norway to learn 

to drive sled dogs, determined to prove her 
fears did not define her. This memoir ex-
plores self-reliance in the face of extraordinary 
circumstance.
ZEc1gy (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMc1gy (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99
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The Searcher
By Tana French
Read by Roger Clark
Cal Hooper thought a 
fixer-upper in an Irish 
village would be the per-
fect escape. But when 

a local kid whose brother has gone missing 
arm-twists him into investigating, Cal uncov-
ers layers of dark secrets.
40dugc (u) 12 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

Magic Lessons
By Alice Hoffman
Read by Sutton Foster
When Maria is aban-
doned by the man who 
declared his love for 
her, she follows him to 

Salem, Massachusetts. And it’s here that she 
learns the rules of magic that she will carry 
with her for the rest of her life.
40ds97 (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

An Unwanted Guest
By Shari Lapena
Read by Hillary Huber
Snow cuts off a 
mountain lodge, and 
something—or some-
one—starts picking off 

guests one by one. They can’t leave, and with 
no phone, the cops are unreachable until the 
weather changes.
40cktj (u) 7 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Leave the  
World Behind
By Rumaan Alam
Read by Marin Ireland
Amanda and Clay rent a 
vacation house on Long 
Island. Then the alleged 

owners arrive in a panic, and say a blackout 
has swept the city. But with no cell phone 
service—it’s hard to know what to believe.
ZEdr0y (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdr0y (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Snow Falling  
on Cedars
By David Guterson
Read by George Guidall
This novel concerns the 
trial of a Japanese-Amer-
ican man accused of 

killing a white fisherman and explores the ra-
cial tensions that simmer under the surface of 
the outwardly peaceful, even sleepy, island.
ZEcjry (u) 13 CDs $49.99  $39.99 

American Dirt
By Jeanine Cummins
Read by Jeanine Cummins  
and Yareli Arizmendi
A man enters Lydia’s 
bookstore and comes 
up to the register with 

a few books he would like to buy. But Unbe-
knownst to Lydia, he is the jefe of the latest 
drug cartel to gruesomely taken over the city.
40dbzn (u) 14 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Winter Solstice
By Elin Hilderbrand
Read by Erin Bennett
With Bart back safe and 
sound from Afghan-
istan, the Quinns are 
preparing for a holiday 

more joyous than any they’ve experienced in 
years. But it just wouldn’t be a Quinn family 
gathering if things went smoothly.
41ah2w (u) 8 CDs $15.00  $12.00 VALUE PRICE
ZMah2w (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.99  $23.99

Little Cruelties
By Liz Nugent
Read by various narrators
William, Brian, and 
Luke: three boys bound 
by blood but split by 
fate. They play games, 

as brothers do … but those games grow more 
sinister. And with their lives entwined, only 
two of them will survive. 
10ds6w (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99
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A Wedding in 
December
By Sarah Morgan
Read by Lucy Tregear
While celebrating their 
daughter’s marriage, 
Maggie and Nick are 

hiding a huge secret: they are on the brink of 
divorce, and the last thing they need is to be 
trapped together in a winter wonderland.
ZEdadz (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdadz (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Lost Girls of 
Camp Forevermore
By Kim Fu
Read by various narrators
A group of young girls 
at summer camp find 
themselves stranded, 

with no adults to help them survive or to 
guide them home. Author Kim Fu follows the 
five girls through and beyond this fateful trip.
ZEca5m (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMca5m (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Winter Garden
By Kristin Hannah
Read by Susan Ericksen
Nina and Meredith 
sit spellbound at their 
mother’s bedside, listen-
ing to a story that spans 

more than sixty years and moves from the 
terrors of war-torn Leningrad under siege to 
modern-day Alaska.
11aosu (u) 12 CDs $14.99  $11.99 VALUE PRICE

When No One Is 
Watching
By Alyssa Cole
Read by Susan Dalian  
and Jay Aaseng
Sydney Green starts a 
Brooklyn walking tour 

and finds an unlikely assistant in her neigh-
bor Theo. But their deep-dive into history 
becomes a dizzying descent into paranoia. 
ZEdqyr (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdqyr (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Beartown
By Fredrik Backman
Read by Marin Ireland
People say the tiny forest 
community of Beartown 
is finished. But their 
junior ice hockey team 

made the national semi-finals, placing the 
town’s hopes and dreams on the shoulders of 
a handful of teenage boys.
41ahx9 (u) 11 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Winter’s Tale
By Mark Helprin
Read by Oliver Wyman
New York City. Peter 
Lake attempts to rob a 
Manhattan mansion, 
only to find the daugh-

ter of the house at home. Thus begins the 
love between the middle-aged Irishman and 
Beverly Penn, a young girl who is dying.
ZEaiot (u) 22 CDs $44.95  $35.96 
ZMaiot (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

The Cold Millions
By Jess Walter
Read by Edoardo Ballerini  
and a full cast
Spokane, the early 
1900s. Yearning only for 
steady work but dubious 

of his brother’s union activity, Rye Dolan finds 
himself drawn to a fearless young feminist. But 
soon Rye will be forced to pick a side.
ZEdr1c (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdr1c (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Wife Upstairs
By Rachel Hawkins
Read by various narrators
NEW! When plain Jane 
meets rich and hand-
some widower Eddie 
and they fall for each 

other, she is haunted by the legend of Eddie’s 
deceased wife. Can she win Eddie’s heart be-
fore her past—or his—catches up to her? 
40dwiw (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99
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Homeland Elegies
By Ayad Akhtar
Read by the author
In a deeply personal 
work about finding iden-
tity in a nation coming 
apart at the seams, an 

American son and his immigrant father search 
for belonging—in post-Trump America and 
with each other.
ZEdqch (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $20.00 

The Night 
Watchman
By Louise Erdrich
Read by the author
It is 1953, and a Chip-
pewa Council member 
must grapple with an 

“emancipation” bill in Congress, as the best and 
worst in human nature blooms in his impov-
erished Turtle Mountain Reservation in rural 
North Dakota.
10dghd (u) 11 CDs $44.99  $22.50

Writers & Lovers
By Lily King
Read by Stacey Glemboski
In this portrait of an 
artist, Casey Peabody 
at age thirty-one still 
clutches onto something 

nearly all of her friends have let go of: the 
determination to live a creative life.
ZEdey5 (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $17.48 
ZMdey5 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

The Devil of 
Downtown
By Joanna Shupe
Read by Justine Eyre
Justine is a beautiful do-
gooder who must decide 
if she can team up with 

one of New York’s brashest criminals, kingpin 
and gentleman gangster Jack Mulligan, with-
out losing something irreplaceable: her heart.
ZEdndc (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdndc (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Daring and the Duke
By Sarah MacLean
Read by Justine Eyre
Grace Condry has spent 
a lifetime running from 
her past. Ewan, Duke 
of Marwick, has spent 

a decade searching for the woman he never 
stopped loving. But reconciliation is the last 
thing Grace desires.
ZEdncc (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdncc (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Dead Land
By Sara Paretsky
Read by Susan Ericksen
Detective V. I. War-
shawski knows her city’s 
rotten underbelly better 
than most, but she’s un-

able to avoid it when her goddaughter drags 
her into a fight over lakefront land use.
ZEdkwi (u) 12 CDs $44.99  $22.50 
ZMdkwi (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Eight Perfect 
Murders
By Peter Swanson
Read by Graham Halstead
Mystery aficionado Mal-
colm Kershaw compiled 
a list of the genre’s most 

unsolvable murders. But no one is more sur-
prised than Mal when the FBI inquires about 
similar killings.
ZEdhk6 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $17.50 
ZMdhk6 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Unrestricted Access
By James Rollins
Read by various narrators
In this breathtaking 
collection, James Rollins 
brings together twelve 
thrilling stories that 

dig a little deeper into his creative stomping 
grounds and open vistas into new landscapes 
and characters. 
ZEdq33 (u) 11 CDs  $44.99  $22.50
ZMdq33 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00
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A Shadow 
Intelligence
By Oliver Harris
Read by James Langton
MI6 agent Kane is a 
ghost in his own life. 
But when the woman he 

loves, another operative named Joanna Lake, 
vanishes without a trace, Kane is drawn into 
a realm of deception and conflicting agendas.
ZEdogw (u) 11 CDs $44.99  $22.50 
ZMdogw (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Take a Hint,  
Dani Brown
By Talia Hibbert
Read by Ione Butler
When brooding security 
guard Zafir Ansari res-
cues Dani from a work-

place fire drill gone wrong, it’s an obvious 
sign: they are destined to sleep together. The 
trouble is, grumpy Zaf ’s secretly a romantic.
ZEdlx8 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdlx8 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Don’t Move
By James S. Murray and 
Darren Wearmouth
Read by James S. Murray
Megan Forrester faces 
an ultimate test of en-
durance. Can she outwit 

a bloodthirsty arachnid hellbent on ensuring 
that no one escapes?
ZEd7fz (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $16.48 
ZMd7fz (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

You Had Me at Hola
By Alexis Daria
Read by Seraphine 
Valentine
Actress Jasmine Lin 
Rodriguez figures her 
new “Leading Lady 

Plan” should be easy to follow—until a cast-
ing shake-up pairs her with telenovela hunk 
Ashton Suárez.
ZEdml2 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdml2 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Funeral for a Friend
By Brian Freeman
Read by Joe Barrett
 Jonathan Stride’s best 
friend makes a shocking 
deathbed confession: 
he protected Stride by 

covering up a murder. Now Stride’s partner is 
forced to ask: Did Stride kill him?
ZEd4aw (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $17.48 
ZMd4aw (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95 $14.98

Little Disasters
By Sarah Vaughan
Read by various narrators
Liz Trenchard is an ex-
perienced pediatrician 
with a duty to protect 
all children. When an 

affluent stay-at-home mother turns up at the 
ER one night with her baby, she immediately 
prompts suspicion.
10dmuw (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 

The Black Swan  
of Paris
By Karen Robards
Read by Nancy Peterson
A celebrated singer in 
WWII occupied France 
joins the Resistance to 

save her family from being killed in a Nazi 
prison. Familial love lasts forever, and Gene-
vieve is willing to risk everything for it.
ZEdkk2 (u) 13 CDs $44.99  $22.50 
ZMdkk2 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $55.99  $28.00

Like Lovers Do
By Tracey Livesay
Read by Chandra Skyye
When Benjamin’s deter-
mination to stay single 
is jeopardized by his 
status-climbing ex-girl-

friend, fellow surgeon Nicole Allen offers to 
pretend to be Ben’s girlfriend. But have they 
underestimated their feelings for each other?
ZEdoye (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdoye (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00
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The Third  
Rainbow Girl
By Emma Copley Eisenberg
Read by the author
Eisenberg follows the 
murder of two young 
women through the 

complex history of Appalachia, forming a 
wide-ranging portrait of America—its divi-
sions of gender and class, and of its violence.
ZEdco7 (u) 9 CDs $35.00  $17.50 

Too Much and 
Never Enough
By Mary L. Trump, PhD
Read by the author
Mary L. Trump, a 
trained clinical psycholo-
gist and Donald Trump’s 

only niece, explains how her uncle became the 
man who now threatens the world’s health, 
economic security, and social fabric.
10dwhj (u) 6 CDs $39.99  $20.00 

Shall We Dance?
By Shelley Shepard Gray
Read by Tavia Gilbert
Shelley Shepard Gray 
takes us back to Bridge-
port, Ohio, where 
nobody gets left behind 

and a powerful community helps ordinary 
men and women to find extraordinary 
strength inside themselves.
ZEd2v3 (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $16.48 
ZMd2v3 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

The City We Became
By N. K. Jemisin
Read by Robin Miles
Every great city has 
a soul. But every city 
also has a dark side. A 
roiling, ancient evil stirs 

in the halls of power, threatening to destroy 
New York and her six newborn avatars unless 
five residents can stop it for good.
ZEd4dn (u) 13 CDs $39.00  $19.50 

The Silent Wife
By Karin Slaughter
Read by Kathleen Early
GBI investigator Will 
Trent needs medical 
examiner Sara Linton to 
help him hunt down a 

ruthless murderer. But when the past and pres-
ent collide, everything Will values is at stake.
ZE8867 (u) 15 CDs $44.95  $22.47 
ZM8867 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $22.47

The Guest List
By Lucy Foley
Read by various narrators
On an island off the 
coast of Ireland, guests 
gather to celebrate the 
joining of a bride and 

groom. As the champagne is popped and the 
festivities begin, someone turns up dead.
ZEdk0z (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdk0z (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

After Sundown
By Linda Howard and 
Linda Jones
Read by Melissa Moran
With a catastrophic solar 
storm approaching, Sela 
Gordon, shy owner of a 

Tennessee general store, must come out of her 
shell and be the leader Wears Valley needs.
ZEcb1f (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMcb1f (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Hunter Killer
By Brad Taylor
Read by Rich Orlow
While Pike Logan and 
Jennifer Cahill prepare 
to join the Taskforce 
on a counter-terrorist 

mission, a vicious explosion kills a friend, and 
Pike knows the attack was meant for him.
ZEdc4i (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdc4i (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00
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Black Sun
By Rebecca Roanhorse
Read by various narrators
A ship carrying a young 
man, blind, scarred, 
and cloaked in destiny, 
is bound for the holy 

city of Tova. As Xiala, the ship’s captain, well 
knows, a man who is described as harmless 
usually ends up being a villain.
10ds7h (u) 11 CDs $39.99  $20.00 

The Big Lie
By James Grippando
Read by Jonathan Davis
When a Florida elector 
commits a felony by 
refusing to vote for 
the candidate the state 

wants her to, attorney Jack Swyteck will use 
every legal maneuver he can to keep his new 
client free—and alive.
ZEdg7r (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdg7r (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Navigate Your Stars
By Jesmyn Ward
Read by the author
In this revelatory, up-
lifting meditation on 
dedication, hard work, 
and the power of perse-

verance, Ward gives inspirational advice on 
addressing adversity and the importance of 
family bonds.
10dhz8 (u) 1 CD $19.99  $10.00 

All Things Left Wild
By James Wade
Read by Bradford Hastings
NEW! After a horse theft 
goes tragically wrong, 
sixteen-year-old Caleb’s 
moral compass will be 
tested as he and his 

brother travel the American Southwest and en-
counter those who have carved out a life there.
ZEcvhs (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $17.48 
ZMcvhs (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

Available 6/15/21

Fortitude
By Dan Crenshaw
Read by the author
Interspersed with lessons 
and advice is Dan Cren-
shaw’s own story of how 
an average American 

kid faced all sorts of unexpected situations 
and managed to navigate them all with a few 
simple tricks.
ZEd36y (u) 7 CDs $35.00  $17.50 

The Exiles
By Christina Baker Kline
Read by Caroline Lee
This resonant novel 
follows three women 
whose lives are bound 
together in nine-

teenth-century Australia and the hardships 
they face together as they fight for redemp-
tion and freedom in a new society.
ZEdqrz (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $20.00 
ZMdqrz (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $20.00

Hot to Trot
By M. C. Beaton, with  
R. W. Green
Read by Penelope Keith
PI Agatha Raisin learns 
that her one-time lover 
is to be married. But the 

morning after the wedding, the bride is mur-
dered. Agatha takes on the case and quickly 
becomes entrenched in the equestrian world.
ZEc9kv (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $16.48 
ZMc9kv (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $14.98

Chaos
By Iris Johansen
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers
Aided by billionaire 
Gabe Korgan, CIA 
agent Alisa Flynn is 
determined to rescue 

schoolgirls kidnapped from their African 
boarding school. But Alisa is hiding her per-
sonal stake in the rescue.
40dqcp (u) 12 CDs $35.00  $17.50 
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CLASSICS
Is He Popenjoy?
By Anthony Trollope
Read by Nigel Patterson
Is He Popenjoy? revolves 
around the themes of 
property and inheritance, 
as the relatives of the 

Marquis of Brotherton question the legitimacy 
of a foreign-born heir to the family estate.
ZEe9pk (u) 17 CDs $54.95  $43.96 
ZMe9pk (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

Notes from 
Underground
By Fyodor Dostoevsky
Directed by Claire Bloom
Read by Stefan Rudnicki
“I am a sick man … I 
am a spiteful man,” a 

nameless voice cries out. And so, from under-
ground, emerge the passionate confessions of 
a suffering man who has become one of the 
greatest antiheroes in all literature.
ZEdwdy (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdwdy (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

A Tale of Two Cities
By Charles Dickens
Read by Martin Jarvis
Unjustly imprisoned in 
the Bastille, Dr. Manette 
is reunited with his 
daughter, but they are 

summoned to the Old Bailey in the trial of a 
young Frenchman accused of treason.
ZEaxwy (u) 12 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMaxwy (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Brave New World
By Aldous Huxley
Read by Michael York
Cloning, feel-good 
drugs, antiaging pro-
grams, and total social 
control—has Aldous 

Huxley accurately predicted our future? Orig-
inally published in 1932, this outstanding 
work is more relevant today than ever before.
ZEaiov (u) 7 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMaiov (u) 1 MP3 CD $22.95  $18.36

Go Tell It on the 
Mountain
By James Baldwin
Read by Adam  
Lazarre-White
Baldwin chronicles a 
fourteen-year-old boy’s 

discovery of the terms of his identity as the 
stepson of the minister of a storefront Pen-
tecostal church in Harlem one Saturday in 
March 1935.
ZEazmh (u) 7 CDs $29.95  $23.96 

Jane Eyre
By Charlotte Brontë
Read by Nadia May
Jane Eyre, a plain yet 
spirited governess, in-
troduced a new kind 
of heroine: one whose 

virtuous integrity, sharp intellect, and tireless 
perseverance broke through class barriers to 
win equal stature with the man she loved.
ZE1452 (u) 15 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZM1452 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

Little Women
By Louisa May Alcott
Read by Lorelei King
Little Women begins 
the story of the beloved 
March sisters, Meg, Jo, 
Beth, and Amy, and 

chronicles their young lives amidst the turmoils, 
adventures, and hardships of the Civil War.
ZEb0dd (A) 9 CDs $29.95  $23.96 

The Age of 
Innocence
By Edith Wharton
Read by Laurel Lefkow
In this look at the social 
mores of New York’s 
glamorous Gilded Age, 

Newland Archer is happily engaged, until he 
meets his fiancé’s cousin and is torn between 
his infatuation and his duty.
ZEc3rq (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMc3rq (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99
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WESTERNS
Jigger Bunts
By Max Brand
Read by Traber Burns
When Tom Reynard 
accidentally inspires the 
impressionable young 
Jigger Bunts to become 

a real-life Robin Hood, Reynard has to con-
coct an equally bizarre scheme to bring Bunts 
to justice.
ZEcufz (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMcufz (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Forgotten Season
By Donald L. Robertson
Read by Alex Boyles
Civil War soldier Henry 
Remington awakens 
from a coma to find he 
has a Medal of Honor 

but no memory. Leaving for a ranch job in 
Texas will set him on an epic journey that 
will test his mettle.
ZEdlk7 (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdlk7 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Black Gold
By Matt Braun
Read by Alex Boyles
When oil is found on 
Osage land, Indians are 
killed for their oil roy-
alties. A corrupt sheriff 

looks the other way, but Special Agent Frank 
Gordon is determined to end the butchery.
ZEdman (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdman (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

War on the Cimarron
By Luke Short
Read by Alan Taylor
After Frank Christian 
and Morg Wheelon 
saved up enough to start 
their own outfit, Frank 

was to ride down to Texas and buy whatever 
cattle he could. But when he arrives with the 
herd, Morg has been murdered.
10duzw (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Draw Straight
By Louis L’Amour
Read by Traber Burns
This collection of six 
exciting Western stories 
includes “Fork Your 
Own Broncs,” “Keep 

Travelin’, Rider,” “McQueen of the Tumbling 
K,” “Four Card Draw,” “Mistakes Can Kill 
You,” and “Showdown on the Tumbling T.”
ZEcug8 (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMcug8 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Conagher
By Louis L’Amour
Read by Jason Culp
Conagher was the only 
man who could teach 
the cattle rustlers the 
lesson that people had 

been too afraid to give them. But when a 
woman steals his heart, he has some lessons 
to learn himself.
40cyei (u) 4 CDs $30.00  $24.00

Robert B. Parker’s 
Buckskin
By Robert Knott
Read by the author
Lawmen Virgil Cole 
and Everett Hitch must 
prevent all-out war over 

gold found in the foothills. Meanwhile, a 
killer is making his way toward town on a 
mission of vengeance.
40ca6d (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Cunning of the 
Mountain Man
By William W. Johnstone
Read by J. Rodney Turner
Framed for murder, 
Smoke Jensen must 
escape the angry lynch 

mob out for his blood, win the trust of the 
widow of his supposed victim, and clear his 
name by exposing the real killers responsible.
40dp44 (u) 7 CDs $49.99  $39.99 
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SCI-FI & FANTASY
The Russian Cage
By Charlaine Harris
Read by Eva Kaminsky
NEW! Lizbeth Rose must 
rely upon her sister Felicia 
and her growing Grigori 
powers to rescue her 
estranged partner, Prince 

Eli, from the mysterious Holy Russian Empire 
where he has been imprisoned for murder.
40dzp1 (u) 7 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/23/21

A Search  
for Starlight
By James Maxwell
NEW! Taimin and 
Selena have destroyed 
the firewall that once 
trapped them in their 
dangerous wasteland. 

But outside, under the same two scorching 
suns, live the threatening bonded—a power-
ful, ancient enemy.
10e3ft (u) 8 CDs $24.99  $19.99 

Available 2/4/21

Sons of War
By Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by Ray Porter
Sons of War follows the 
Moretti Neapolitan 
crime family’s rise to 
power in a postapoca-

lyptic Los Angeles, and the brave few that risk 
everything to stop them from destroying what 
remains of the city.
ZEcjse (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcjse (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Unfinished Land
By Greg Bear
NEW! After a fierce 
battle at sea, Reynard 
finds himself adrift for 
days, until a strange 
current leads him to an 
unknown island where 

he must meet his destiny in a violent clash 
between humans and gods.
ZEe48z (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe48z (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Lovecraft Country
By Matt Ruff
Read by Kevin Kenerly
NEW! Chicago, 1954. 
When his father goes 
missing, young Army 
veteran Atticus Turner 
embarks on a road trip 

to find him and encounters both malevolent 
spirits and the racial terrors of white America.
ZEe50x (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe50x (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Sons of War 2: Saints
By Nicholas Sansbury Smith
Read by Ray Porter
While the crime fami-
lies battle for power in 
Los Angeles, Dominic 
Salvatore and his elite 

team at the LAPD fight tirelessly to stem the 
rot. But is their fight futile in a force rife with 
corruption?
ZEcjsi (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcjsi (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

A Song with Teeth
By T. Frohock
Read by Vikas Adam
NEW! In 1944, as the Al-
lied forces battle to de-
feat the Nazis, a shadow 
war rages between angels 
and daimons fighting 

for the soul of humanity. And it may take a 
miracle to end this war once and for all.
ZEdyql (u) 12 CDs $44.99  $35.99 
ZMdyql (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Into the Light
By David Weber and Chris 
Kennedy
Read by Ralph Lister
NEW! Earth beat back an 
alien invasion. Aided by 
the advanced tech the 

aliens left behind, we’re rebuilding as fast as 
we can. Now, a select few of our immortals 
are on their way to the Shongairi homeworld. 
40dvp9 (u) 11 CDs $78.99  $63.19 
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SCI-FI & FANTASY
Escaping Exodus: 
Symbiosis
By Nicky Drayden
Read by various narrators
NEW! The remnants of 
humanity cling to life 
inside giant, space-faring 
creatures known as the 

Zenzee. When a discovery changes every-
thing, they must prepare to fight a battle in 
which there can be no winners.
ZEdr0z (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdr0z (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Chaos Bites
By Lori Handeland
Read by Elisabeth Rodgers
NEW! Several weeks ago 
demon-slayer Elizabeth 
Phoenix had no choice 
but to kill a man she 

loved. And now he’s started to invade her 
dreams … in dangerous and sensuous ways.
ZEdrtl (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdrtl (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Captain Clive’s 
Dreamworld
By Jon Bassoff
Read by Richard Smalls
Deputy Sam Hardy is 
posted to a strange re-
sort town in the middle 

of the desert. His search for the truth—about 
the town and himself—will show him there 
is no such thing as a clean escape.
ZEdlbv (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdlbv (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Alabaster
By Caitlín R. Kiernan
Read by Xe Sands
An albino girl wanders 
the sun-scorched back-
roads of a south Geor-
gia summer, searching 

out and slaying ancient monsters who have 
hidden themselves away.
ZEdoiv (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdoiv (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Treoir Dragon Chronicles of the 
Belador World: Book 1

By Dianna Love
Read by Stephen R. Thorne
A dragon-shifter living 
secretly among humans, 
Daegan is tortured by 
having failed to save his 
loved ones two millen-
nia ago. With a second 

chance, he’s vowed to protect his new family.
ZEdule (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdule (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Call the Bluff
By O. E. Tearmann
Read by Kirt Graves
Seven Corporations rule 
the former United States 
with seven codes of 
conduct. Comply with 

the code of the Corporation that holds your 
Citizen Contract, or fight back.
ZEe72e (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMe72e (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Master of the Revels
By Nicole Galland
Read by various narrators
NEW! Chief amongst Irish 
witch Gráinne’s plots: to 
encrypt spells into Shake-
speare’s Macbeth. Ed-
mund Tilney, the king’s 

Master of Revels, controls all performances in 
London. And now Gráinne controls Tilney.
ZEdxe5 (u) 15 CDs $55.99  $44.79 
ZMdxe5 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $55.99  $44.79

Available 2/23/21

Dark Abyss
By Anthony J. Melchiorri
Read by Bradford Hastings
An unstoppable force is 
headed toward Earth. 
Commander Tag Brewer 
leads a strike group of 

warships deep into enemy territory, but Tag 
fears they may be headed into a trap. 
ZEdvaf (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36  
ZMdvaf (u) 1 MP3 CD  $29.95  $23.96
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YOUNG LISTENERS
Never Grow Up
By Karen Kingsbury and 
Tyler Russell
NEW! Kari Baxter doesn’t 
want to grow up. Ashley 
Baxter feels the same 
way. Ashley is worried 
her siblings are growing 

up too fast. But making time stand still isn’t 
possible … or is it?
10dzoq (u) 4 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/23/21

Captain Underpants and the Revolting  
Revenge of the Radioactive RoboBoxers

By Dav Pilkey
NEW! George and Har-
old have been turned 
into evil zombie nerds! 
With Tippy Tinkletrou-
sers having changed 
the course of human 
history forever, George 

and Harold will have to figure out a way to 
change it back.
40dpjz (u) 6 CDs $24.99  $19.99

Available 2/2/21

The Iron Raven
By Julie Kagawa
NEW! Shakespeare’s Puck 
finally tells his own story 
and faces a threat to the 
lands of Faery and the 
human world unlike any 
before.

ZEdt64 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdt64 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

The Year I Flew Away
By Marie Arnold
NEW! Ten-year-old Ga-
brielle is excited to be 
moving from Haiti to 
Brooklyn. With the help 
of a clever witch, Gabri-
elle becomes the perfect 

American—but will she lose herself?
ZEe49j (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMe49j (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Warriors Super Edition:  
Yellowfang’s Secret

By Erin Hunter
Read by MacLeod Andrews
NEW! As a loyal medi-
cine cat, Yellowfang has 
proven her dedication 
to ShadowClan—but 
her dreams are haunted 
by a dark prophecy that 
threatens to destroy them.

ZEe3oi (u) 14 CDs $55.99  $44.79 
ZMe3oi (u) 2 MP3 CDs $55.99  $44.79

Available 2/9/21

Wild Rescuers: 
Sentinels in the 
Deep Ocean
By StacyPlays
Read by the author
NEW! Stacy has discov-
ered the origins of the 
wolves who’ve raised her. 

But then her pack learns that the ocean may 
hold the biggest secret yet.
ZEdwj7 (u) 8 CDs $22.99  $18.39 
ZMdwj7 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 1/26/21

Game Changer
By Neal Shusterman
Read by Andrew Eiden and 
Jennifer Jill Araya
NEW! After a hit on the 
football field, Ash lands 
in another dimension—
and bounces through 

alternate worlds. If he isn’t careful, the world 
he’s seeing more clearly could vanish.
ZEdr1a (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdr1a (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

The Project
By Courtney Summers
Read by Emily Shaffer and 
Thérèse Plummer
NEW! Lo’s sister joined 
The Unity Project, a 
church Lo suspects is a 

cult. But after six years, she can’t prove it. Then 
a man arrives saying The Unity Project killed 

his son.
40dwft (u) 7 CDs $44.99  $35.99

Available 2/2/21
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YOUNG LISTENERS
Love in English
By Maria E. Andreu
Read by Frankie Corzo
NEW! Ever since Ana 
moved to New Jersey, 
she wanted to return to 
Argentina. But when 
she spends time with a 

Greek Cypriot boy from ESL, Ana wonders 
how the heart can be so confusing.
ZEdwix (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdwix (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Red, White,  
and Whole
By Rajani LaRocca
Read by Priya Ayyar
NEW! As her school’s 
only Indian American 
student, Reha feels torn 
between worlds. Then 

Reha finds out that her Amma is sick. She’ll 
finally be the perfect daughter.
ZEdwiy (u) 2 CDs $19.99  $15.99 
ZMdwiy (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Reaper of Souls
By Rena Barron
NEW! Arrah now has 
the gift of magic. But 
the Demon King wants 
Arrah, and if she and 
Rudjek can’t unravel his 
schemes, he will destroy 

everything standing in his way.
ZEdxdz (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxdz (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Muse
By Brittany Cavallaro
Read by Julia Whelan
NEW! Claire Emerson’s 
inventor fathe believes 
his genius is a gift 
granted to him by his 
daughter’s touch. Will 

she quietly remake her world from the shad-
ows—or bring it down in flames?
ZEdxei (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdxei (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Kingdom of  
Ice and Bone
By Jill Criswell
Read by Alana Kerr Collins  
and Tim Campbell
Lira of Stone watched 
her home and clan fall to 

the warlord known as the Dragon. Alongside 
her exiled brother and his refugees, she will 
fight the forces that conquered her island.
ZEcreq (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcreq (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

One Jar of Magic
By Corey Ann Haydu
Read by Cassandra Morris
NEW! The whole town 
has been waiting for 
Rose to turn twelve, 
when she can join them 
in their annual captur-

ing of magic. But when that day comes, Rose 
barely captures one jar of magic.
ZEdxef (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxef (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

The Last Bear
By Hannah Gold
Read by Stacey Glemboski
NEW! There are no 
polar bears left on Bear 
Island. At least, that’s 
what April’s father tells 
her. But one night, 

April catches a glimpse of a polar bear who 
shouldn’t be there—who is far from home.
ZEdwj1 (u) 8 CDs $25.99  $20.79 
ZMdwj1 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Cathedral of Bones
By AJ Steiger
Read by James Fouhey
NEW! When a plea for 
help comes from a dis-
tant hamlet preyed upon 
by an abominable mon-
ster, Simon Frost sees an 

opportunity to prove his worth.
ZEdxej (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxej (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21
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YOUNG LISTENERS
Grand Slam
By Tim Green  
and Derek Jeter
NEW! Jalen DeLuca can 
predict what a pitcher is 
going to do with his next 
pitch. His ability helped 
save James “JY” Yager’s 

career, but with JY sidelined with an injury, 
Jalen’s focusing on his own on-field efforts.
10cryi (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/23/21

The Initial Insult
By Mindy McGinnis
Read by Lisa Flanagan, 
Brittany Pressley, and Tim 
Campbell
NEW! Tress Montor 
doesn’t have a family 
anymore. But a Hallow-

een party provides the ideal situation for Tress 
to find the truth—or settle for revenge.
ZEdxri (u) 8 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdxri (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Ancestor Approved:  
Intertribal Stories for Kids

By Cynthia Leitich Smith
Read by Kenny Ramos and 
DeLanna Studi
NEW! These stories and 
poems by both new and 
veteran Native Ameri-
can writers burst with 
hope, joy, resilience, the 

strength of community, and Native pride.
ZEdxe3 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxe3 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Dragonfly Girl
By Marti Leimbach
Read by Hayden Bishop
NEW! After winning a 
prestigious science contest, 
Kira draws the attention 
of Dr. Gregory Munn, 
leading to a part-time job 

in a top-secret laboratory. But one night, she re-
vives a lab rat that has died in her care.
ZEdxre (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxre (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

In the Shadow of 
the Moon
By Amy Cherrix
Read by Josh Horowitz
NEW! Here is the history 
your textbooks never 
told you: that the space 
race was masterminded 

by a former Nazi officer and a once-jailed 
Russian rocket designer.
ZEdx86 (u) 8 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdx86 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

A Pho Love Story
By Loan Le
Read by Vyvy Nguyen 
and Ryan Do
NEW! Bao Nguyen’s and 
Linh Mai’s families are 
at odds over their com-
peting restaurants. Bao 

and Linh avoided each other for most of their 
lives, but sparks fly after a chance encounter.
10dznk (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

A Dark and Hollow 
Star
By Ashley Shuttleworth
NEW! Four queer teens 
must form a tenuous 
alliance in their effort to 
track down a mysterious 
killer behind startling 

crimes. If they fail, they risk the destruction 
of both the magical and human worlds.
10ebyw (u) 14 CDs $55.99  $44.79 

Available 2/23/21

My Weirder-est 
School #7: Ms. 
Jo-Jo Is a Yo-Yo!
By Dan Gutman
Read by Maxwell Glick
NEW! Test scores are low 
and stress is high at Ella 
Mentry School. Well-

ness expert Ms. Jo-Jo comes with yoga and 
salt lamps to help A.J. and his friends focus. 
But will the F.A.R.T. blow them all away?
ZEdxeh (u) 3 CDs $22.99  $18.39 
ZMdxeh (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21
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YOUNG LISTENERS
Some Other Now
By Sarah Everett
NEW! Before she kissed 
one of the Cohen boys, 
seventeen-year-old Jessi 
Rumfield knew what it 
was like to have a fam-
ily—even if, technically, 

that family didn’t belong to her. But then 
everything changed.
ZEe49g (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe49g (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Garden of  
Thorns and Light
By Shylah Addante
Read by Chelsea Stephens
When Amethyst Faye 
was six-years-old, she 
was almost stolen by a 

monster in the woods on the same night her 
mother disappeared. Ten years later, she must 
learn to harness the magic she’s inherited.
ZEdbq9 (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdbq9 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Stick Dog  
Takes Out Sushi
By Tom Watson
Read by Andrew Eiden
NEW! Stick Dog and his 
crew are led to a lakeside 
sushi restaurant. They see 
the sushi. They smell the 

sushi. But how are they going to get the sushi?
ZEdwxo (u) 8 CDs $19.99  $15.99 
ZMdwxo (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Prophet
By Suzanne Leonhard
Read by Stefan Rudnicki, 
with Gabrielle de Cuir
NEW! Micah Abrams 
follows a divine mission 
to spread hope and heal-

ing across the ashy wastelands of the Pacific 
Northwest. But when Sera Donner is taken 
from him, he faces a shocking choice.
ZEdytw (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdytw (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Replacement Crush
By Lisa Brown Roberts
Read by Emily Lawrence
After Jake pretends their 
secret summer kissing 
sessions never happened, 
Vivian creates a list of safe 
crush targets, determined 
to avoid anyone who 

pings her zing. But nerd-hot Dallas, the new 
guy in town, sends the mission into chaos.
ZEdut7 (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdut7 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

En llamas
By Suzanne Collins
Read by Carla Castañeda
NEW! Katniss Everdeen 
ha sobrevivido a Los 
juegos del hambre. Pero 
el Capitolio quiere ven-
ganza. Se rumorea que 

existe una rebelión contra el Capitolio, una 
rebelión que puede que Katniss y Peeta hayan 
ayudado a inspirar.
10efhy (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/7/21

Ground Zero
By Alan Gratz
NEW! An time for the 
twentieth anniversary of 
9/11, Ground Zero de-
livers a pulse-pounding 
and unforgettable take 
on history and hope, 

revenge and fear—and the stunning links be-
tween the past and present.
40dzva (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/2/21

Enchanter’s Child, Book Two: 
Midnight Train

By Angie Sage
Read by Morag Sims
NEW! The Twilight 
Hauntings are designed 
to rid the land of all 
Enchanters and their 
children, but Alex has 
other ideas. Why should 
she be forced to leave? 

ZEdxeb (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxeb (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21
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MODERN FICTION
The Kaiser’s Web
By Steve Berry
Read by Scott Brick
NEW! Former DOJ 
agent Cotton Malone 
discovers the truth 
about the fates of Hitler, 
Braun, and Bormann—

revelations that could transform Europe and 
expose a mystery known as the Kaiser’s web.
40dw20 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/23/21

Until We Are Lost
By Leslie Archer
NEW! When Tara’s 
twin sister Sophie goes 
missing, Tara begins a 
search, from New York’s 
underbelly to Georgia 
to a California beach, 

where she has to decide whether she is willing 
to pay the price for the truth.
10e3h6 (u) 9 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/2/21

The Duplicate Bride
By Ginny Baird
Read by Tanya Eby
Hope’s twin, Jackie, 
begged her to swap 
places and play fiancée 
at festivities for Jackie’s 

business-deal sort of marriage. Then Hope 
finds herself with a groom who turns out to 
be entirely wonderful—for her.
ZEe4vm (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMe4vm (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

No Love Lost
By Lexi Blake
Read by Ryan West
When Ezra Fain joined 
the CIA, the last thing on 
his mind was romance. 
After meeting Kim Sol-

oman, it was hard to think of anything else. 
When Kim is accused of a crime she didn’t 
commit, they find themselves on the run.
ZEcwvt (u) 12 CDs $39.95  $31.96 
ZMcwvt (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Bayou Baby
By Lexi Blake
Read by Jessica Almasy
Caught between the 
woman he’s coming to 
love and the only family 
he has left, Harry knows 

he has to follow his heart and—with the help 
of the crazy, loving, meddling locals—find a 
way to keep them both.
ZEdjhk (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdjhk (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Hot British 
Boyfriend
By Kristy Boyce
Read by Jesse Vilinsky
NEW! Ellie Nichols joins 
her high school’s trip to 
England. While most of 
her classmates are there 

to pad their college applications, Ellie is on a 
quest to find a hot British boyfriend. 
ZEdwxm (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdwxm (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Land of Big Numbers
By Te-Ping Chen
NEW! Cutting between 
clear-eyed realism and 
tongue-in-cheek magical 
realism, Chen’s stories 
coalesce into a portrait 
of a people striving for 

openings where mobility is limited.
ZEe494 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMe494 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Boy Parts
By Eliza Clark
Read by the author
NEW! Irina obsessively 
takes explicit photo-
graphs of the aver-
age-looking men she 
persuades to model for 

her. But the offer of an exhibition in an ex-
clusive London gallery triggers a self-destruc-
tive tailspin.
10efka (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21
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Smokin’ Six-Shooter
By B. J. Daniels
Read by Adam Gold
NEW! Russell Corbett 
was all cowboy and 
wasn’t about to let a lady 
lasso him. But Dulcie 
Hughes had him tied 

up in knots the moment she arrived. Dulcie 
expected to find answers, not to fall in love.
ZEdyed (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdyed (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

From the Shadows
By B. J. Daniels
Read by Corey Snow
NEW! Casey Crenshaw 
has inherited a hotel in 
Montana and wants to sell 
the thing as soon as possi-
ble. Although the scene of 

a murder, it’s not ghosts that worry Casey but the 
flesh-and-blood man trying to stop her.
ZEdyer (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdyer (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

The Last Flight
By Julie Clark
Read by Khristine Hvam  
and Lauren Fortgang
NEW! Claire Cook’s 
life only seems perfect, 
which is why she has 
worked for months on a 

plan to vanish. But when the plane carrying 
the woman whose ticket she swapped with 
goes down, it’s a chance for a new start.
10efhc (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/7/21

This Close to Okay
By Leesa Cross-Smith
NEW! Tallie Clark is on 
her way home when she 
spots a man standing on 
the edge of a bridge. She 
convinces him to join 
her for a cup of coffee. 

But, he is not the only one who needs help—
and he has secrets of his own.
ZEdyb5 (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00

Available 2/2/21

The Mission House
By Carys Davies
Read by James Langton
NEW! Hilary Byrd takes 
refuge in South India. 
Charmed by both the 
foreign and familiar 
nature of his new sur-

roundings, he finds solace in life’s simple 
pleasures. But religious tensions are brewing.
10e6i5 (u) 5 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/16/21

Flowers of Darkness
By Tatiana de Rosnay
Read by Saskia 
Maarleveld
NEW! Since moving 
into a new Parisian 
apartment, author Cla-
rissa Katsef has had the 

feeling of being watched. Is there reason to be 
paranoid? Or is her discomfort the result of 
her husband’s recent shocking betrayal?
40dwfk (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/23/21

The Bone Fire
By György Dragomán
Translated by Ottilie 
Mulzet
NEW! The Bone Fire is a 
chilling and suspenseful 
novel set in the wake 
of a violent revolution 

about a young girl rescued from an orphan-
age by an otherworldly grandmother she’s 
never met.
ZEe49p (u) 13 CDs $44.99  $35.99 
ZMe49p (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

While Paris Slept
By Ruth Druart
NEW! A young Jewish 
woman’s past is torn 
apart in a heartbeat. 
Herded onto a train 
bound for Auschwitz, 
in an act of desperation 

she entrusts her most precious possession to a 
stranger. All she has left now is hope. 
ZEdybd (u) 9 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21
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Wicked All Night
By Jeaniene Frost
Read by Tavia Gilbert
NEW! Veritas and Ian are 
pitted against supernat-
ural beings seeking to 
rule over mortals. Now, 
they must rally friends 

and foes alike—if the vampire council doesn’t 
execute Veritas first.
ZEdt86 (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdt86 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Truly Like Lightning
By David Duchovny
Read by the author
NEW! Converted Mor-
mon Bronson Powers 
and his wives have their 
lives upended when an 
ambitious young devel-

oper stumbles upon their land and crafts a 
wager with the family that sets in motion a 
deadly chain of events.
40dwh6 (u) 10 CDs $52.99  $42.39

Available 2/2/21

Infinite Country
By Patricia Engel
NEW! Facing grim 
economic prospects in 
Columbia, Elena and 
Mauro travel to Hous-
ton and send wages back 
to Bogotá. When Mauro 

is deported, Elena makes a difficult choice 
that will splinter the family even further.
10dzng (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/23/21

Tactical Crime 
Division: Traverse 
City Collection
By Carol Ericson, Tyler 
Anne Snell, Julie Anne 
Lindsey, and Nicole Helm
NEW! The Tactical 
Crime Division, a spe-

cialized unit of the FBI, handles the toughest 
cases in the most remote locations. In these 
four books, the agents based in Traverse City 
will stop at nothing to keep people safe.
ZEdz7m (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdz7m (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/1/21

The Upstairs House
By Julia Fine
Read by Courtney 
Patterson
NEW! Megan Weiler is 
mostly raising her new-
born alone. But enter a 
new upstairs neighbor: 

the ghost of quixotic children’s book writer 
Margaret Wise Brown.
ZEdyqj (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdyqj (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

The Greek’s Convenient Cinderella
By Lynne Graham
Read by Melanie Crawley
NEW! Tansy knows the 
vows to the billionaire 
are purely for conve-
nience. But there’s some-
thing she hasn’t shared: 
the marriage is her only 

hope of getting custody of her half sister!
ZEdyeg (u) 4 CDs $25.99  $20.79 
ZMdyeg (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/1/21

The Removed
By Brandon Hobson
Read by various narrators
NEW! As the Echota 
family’s annual bonfire 
approaches, each of 
them feels a blurring of 
the boundary between 

normal life and the spirit world.
ZEdxee (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxee (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Tangle of Strings
By Ashley Farley
Read by Tanya Eby
Some families never 
resolve conflicts. Not 
so with the Sweeneys. 
Their sense of family 

has always triumphed and brought them back 
together. Until now. The latest crisis threatens 
to tear the family apart. 
10dx69 (u) 5 CDs $24.99  $19.99 
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Venom of God
By Stephanie Hudson
Read by Marya Freeman
NEW! Stealing from an 
angry Vampire King 
probably wasn’t one of 
my better ideas. And 
now he tells me I have 

pushed the limits of his patience for the last 
seven years and now it is time to claim what 
is rightfully his.
10efhv (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21

All the Cowboys 
Ain’t Gone
By John J. Jacobson
NEW! Young Lincoln 
Smith would like to be 
a cowboy in the Old 
West but finds himself 
hopelessly out of date. 

So he does as any young romantic would do 
and joins the French Foreign Legion.
ZEcvis (u) 9 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMcvis (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Available 2/23/21

Taming Clint 
Westmoreland
By Brenda Jackson
Read by Ron Butler
NEW! When Clint 
learned he was still mar-
ried, he set limits for his 
wife’s stay at his ranch. 

But this sexy woman has changed from the 
awestruck girl he knew.
ZEdydt (u) 4 CDs $25.99  $20.79 
ZMdydt (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Taming Clint 
Westmoreland & 
Quade’s Babies
By Brenda Jackson
NEW! In Taming Clint 
Westmoreland, Clint is 
still married, but the 
mousy girl he remem-

bered has matured. In Quade’s Babies, Quade 
Westmoreland tracks down his lost love—
and discovers three babies with his features.
ZEdyee (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdyee (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Quade’s Babies
By Brenda Jackson
Read by Ron Butler
NEW! By the end of their 
affair, Quade Westmore-
land never even learned 
Cheyenne’s last name. 
Now the sexy operative 

has finally tracked her down—and discovers 
three babies bearing his features.
ZEdyds (u) 3 CDs $22.99  $18.39 
ZMdyds (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Distrust
By Lisa Jackson
NEW! Eve Renner is 
almost positive it was 
ex-lover Cole Dennis’s 
face she saw right before 
she was shot. Now Cole 
is a free man, and a new 

string of killings has begun.
10e3bg (u) 14 CDs $18.99  $15.19 

Available 2/23/21

Wild Rain
By Beverly Jenkins
Read by Kim Staunton
NEW! Banished by her 
grandfather at eighteen, 
Spring Lee has survived 
to claim her own little 
slice of Paradise, Wyo-

ming. She’s proud and unwilling to share it with 
a stranger—especially one like Garrett McCray.
ZEdnkk (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdnkk (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Trailing a Killer
By Carol J. Post
Read by Emma Lysy
NEW! Detective Erin 
Jeffries is stunned when 
she and her search-
and-rescue K-9, Alcee, 
uncover a collapsed 

building’s only survivor—her ex, Cody El-
bourne. And it’s quickly clear that the disaster 
was no accident. 
ZEdz7n (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdz7n (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21
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Good Neighbors
By Sarah Langan
NEW! In this propulsive 
literary noir, a sudden 
tragedy exposes the 
depths of deception and 
damage in a Long Island 
suburb—pitting neigh-

bor against neighbor and putting one family 
in terrible danger.
10dznp (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Crooked Hallelujah
By Kelli Jo Ford
Read by Tanis Parenteau
NEW! Justine—a 
mixed-blood Chero-
kee woman—and her 
daughter, Reney, move 
from Oklahoma’s Indian 

Country in hopes of starting a more stable 
life in Texas amid the oil bust of the 1980s.
10efgt (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21

The Kindest Lie
By Nancy Johnson
Read by Shayna Small
NEW! Ruth Tuttle, an 
Ivy League–educated 
Black engineer, knows 
she must make peace 
with the past. But she 

returns to her hometown and finds it plagued 
by racism, unemployment, and despair.
ZEdvev (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdvev (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Secrets of a 
Summer Night
By Lisa Kleypas
Read by Rosalyn Landor
NEW! Annabelle Peyton’s 
family is on the brink of 
disaster, and Annabelle 
can save them only by 

marrying Simon Hunt, a handsome, ambi-
tious entrepreneur.
ZEdxbd (u) 11 CDs $44.99  $35.99 
ZMdxbd (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Kink
Edited by R. O. Kwon and 
Garth Greenwell
NEW! Kink is a dynamic 
anthology of literary 
fiction that opens an 
imaginative door into 
the world of desire. The 

stories within this collection portray love, 
desire, BDSM, and sexual kinks in all their 
glory with a bold new vision. 
10ebk8 (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/9/21

Lady of Light  
and Shadows
By C. L. Wilson
NEW! C. L. Wilson 
continues the magical 
romance of Ellysetta, the 
woodcutter’s beautiful 
daughter, and Fey King 

Rain, as darkness rises around them, deter-
mined to destroy their love and their world.
ZEec7g (u) 12 CDs $44.99  $35.99 
ZMec7g (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Lord of the  
Fading Lands
By C. L. Wilson
Read by Abby Craden
NEW! C. L. Wilson 
dazzles with a magnifi-
cent, heart-soaring tale 
of passion and great 

destiny—of the tormented Fey King Rain, 
the woodcutter’s daughter Ellysetta, and their 
quest for true love in the Fading Lands.
ZEec7h (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMec7h (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

The Yellow Wife
By Sadeqa Johnson
Read by Robin Miles
NEW! Pheby Brown 
finds herself thrust into 
slavery at the infamous 
Devil’s Half-Acre. 

Forced to become the mistress of the brutal 
jail owner, Pheby faces the ultimate sacrifice 
to protect her heart. 
10dzo2 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
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Waiting for  
a Scot Like You
By Eva Leigh
Read by Zara Hampton-
Brown
NEW! The tension 
between Major Dun-
can McCameron and 

Beatrice turns into unexpected passion. 
But what future can there be for an adven-
ture-loving lady and a duty-bound soldier?
ZEdxrj (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxrj (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Kingdom of Shadow 
and Light
By Karen Marie Moning
Read by Amanda Cobb  
and Jim Frangione
NEW! The brewing war 
between the Seelie and 
the Unseelie is threaten-

ing to explode—with an outcome that will 
change the fate of the Fae forever and thrust 
humanity into either light or total darkness.
10dlcu (u) 10 CDs $38.99  $31.19

Available 2/23/21

Sorrow and Bliss
By Meg Mason
Read by Hannah Monson
NEW! Martha knows 
something is wrong but 
doesn’t know what it is. 
Her husband, Patrick, 
said all that matters is 

that she is happy, although she isn’t. Can 
you stop loving someone and start again 
from nothing?
ZEdu8g (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdu8g (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Until Then
By Heidi McLaughlin
Read by Karissa Vacker
NEW! Rennie Wallace 
has a boyfriend and a 
good job in the city, but 
something seems miss-
ing—until she crosses 

paths with an old love, Graham. Rennie’s 
drawn to him, but maybe their paths in life 
are too far apart.
10e3kp (u) 9 CDs $22.99  $18.39 

Available 2/2/21

Dark Horses
By Susan Mihalic
NEW! Fifteen-year-old 
equestrian prodigy Roan 
Montgomery’s life has 
always been ruled by 
her father. However, her 
developing relationship 

with a boy her own age will soon broaden the 
scope of her vision.
10ds76 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

1940: Josie and 
Gideon’s Christmas 
Wedding
By Linda Needham
Read by Lucy Rayner
Nimway Hall opens its 
ancient and enchanting 

heart to the wedding of Josie and Gideon. 
But these two intelligence agents will have to 
negotiate the hidden dangers of planning a 
wedding during wartime.
ZEdpen (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdpen (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The City of Tears
By Kate Mosse
Read by Hattie Morahan
NEW! August 1572: 
Minou Joubert and her 
husband, Piet, travel to 
Paris to attend a royal 
wedding. But also in Paris 

is their oldest enemy, Vidal, in pursuit of an an-
cient relic that will change the course of history. 
40dobv (u) 11 CDs $61.99  $49.59 

Available 1/19/21

Last Orgy of the 
Divine Hermit
By Mark Leyner
NEW! An anthropologist 
and his daughter travel 
to conduct research on 
the Chalazian Mafia 
Faction. There, they 

attend a karaoke bar frequented by couples 
cosplaying fathers and daughters. 
ZEdwch (u) 6 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 1/19/21
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The Duke Heist
By Erica Ridley
NEW! Lawrence Gosling, 
the Duke of Faircliffe, 
must wed a highborn 
heiress to repair his 
estate’s reputation. Yet 
when he rides in a car-

riage being driven recklessly through London by 
a beautiful woman, he fears his heart is hers.
ZEdyc0 (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/9/21

Texas Born
By Diana Palmer
Read by Todd McLaren
NEW! Journalist Michelle 
Godfrey has loved Ga-
briel Brandon her whole 
life. But Michelle’s re-
search has her wondering 

about Gabriel’s mysterious disappearances, 
even as she’s increasingly attracted to him. 
ZEdye3 (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdye3 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Best Laid Plans
By Roan Parrish
NEW! When Rye Jans-
sen comes into Charlie 
Matheson’s hardware 
store, buying things 
seemingly at random, 
his instinct is to help. 

Charlie can’t help but step in. But he soon 
finds himself attracted to Rye.
ZEdz7q (u) 6 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdz7q (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

An Ordinary Life
By Amanda Prowse
NEW! London, 1940s. 
Molly is determined to 
help the war effort and 
keep her head up. Life 
becomes brighter when 
she falls in love. But 

then war forces her to make an unforgettable 
sacrifice.
10e3ir (u) 11 CDs $24.99  $19.99 

Available 2/9/21

First Comes Like
By Alisha Rai
Read by Saira Ayers and 
Neil Shah
NEW! Beauty influencer 
Jia Ahmed has little 
time for love and even 
less time for men—until 

the day a certain international superstar slides 
into her DMs, and she falls hard and fast.
ZEdxe4 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxe4 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Honey Girl
By Morgan Rogers
Read by York Whitaker
NEW! Grace Porter goes 
on a girls’ trip to Las 
Vegas to celebrate her 
PhD. She’s not the kind 
who goes to Vegas and 

gets drunkenly married to a woman whose 
name she doesn’t know—until she does.
ZEdz7r (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdz7r (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Vivaldi’s Virgins
By Barbara Quick
Read by Cassandra 
Campbell
Anna Maria dal Violin is 
inspired to ever greater 
musical achievement by 

Antonio Vivaldi. Both the adolescent Anna 
Maria and her older self unfold the tale of her 
personal and artistic awakening. 
ZEdlaz (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdlaz (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Spring
By Leila Rafei
Read by Negin Farsad
As Egypt revolts against 
the regime it has always 
known, a mother, her 
son, and their maid find 

themselves caught in the whirlwind as they 
deal with the inevitable heartbreak that follows 
when revolution is not always what it seems. 
ZEd6si (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMd6si (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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Flame
By Aleatha Romig
Read by Savannah 
Peachwood and Noah 
Michael Levine
NEW! All that I believed 
was obliterated when 
Madeline spoke a truth 

I never suspected. With one sentence, my life 
has taken an uncharted turn. Through the 
smoke and soot, I search for answers.
10efgv (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/7/21

Wild
By Renee Rose and 
Vanessa Vale
Read by Kylie Stewart
I couldn’t fall for the 
beautiful slip of a female. 
The baby sister of my 

brother’s new mate. My wolf … he wanted 
her. But if I let her go without claiming her, I 
might not survive the moon madness.
ZEe513 (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMe513 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

City of a  
Thousand Gates
By Rebecca Sacks
Read by Lameece Issaq
NEW! This novel of 
Israel and Palestine 
follows interweaving 
threads in a place where 

violence is routine and survival is defined by 
boundaries, walls, and checkpoints.
ZEdwj4 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdwj4 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

The Chocolate Cure
By Roxanne Snopek
Read by Felicity Munroe
When hospital volun-
teering lands realtor 
Maddie Cash at the 
bedside of Mick Meyer, 

who has no memory of the kiss he begged 
from her during one long, pain-filled night, 
her best-laid plans are put in jeopardy.
ZEdo7n (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdo7n (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Riversnow
By Tess Thompson
Read by Amanda 
McKibbin
While on set in the 
Oregon town of River 
Valley, actress Gene-

vieve Banks forms a deep friendship with her 
handsome male costar. He wants more, but 
past trauma holds Genevieve’s back.
ZEebce (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMebce (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

We Run the Tides
By Vendela Vida
Read by Marin Ireland
NEW! After Eulabee and 
her best friend, Maria 
have a disagreement, a 
schism forms in their 
friendship. Then Maria 

disappears—a potential kidnapping that 
shakes their quiet community.
ZEdy64 (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdy64 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

The Mighty Oak
By Jeff W. Bens
Read by Adam Barr
Tim O’Connor is a bro-
ken machine of gristle 
and rage. Still, he can’t 
fathom a future without 

hockey. After a brutal encounter with the po-
lice, Oak and his chance companions struggle 
to believe in a different future.
ZEcuf9 (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMcuf9 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Shark
By Will Self
Read by Jonathan Keeble
May 4, 1970. Four 
students are killed at 
Kent State University. 
In Europe, Zack Busner 

has been tricked into an ill-advised LSD trip. 
Five years later, he realizes the true nature of 
the events of that day. 
10dx67 (u) 14 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
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VANESSA VALE

Spurred
Read by Kylie Stewart
Kady Parks discovers 
she’s the heir to the 
Steele fortune. Instead 
of spending summer at 
home, she’s in Barlow, 

Montana. And the West is as wild as she 
imagined, for two hot cowboys have decided 
to lay claim.
ZEdzvr (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvr (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Reins & Ribbons
Read by Kylie Stewart
Dahlia Lenox is tired of 
the rules and restrictions 
of ranch life. The poker 
table is her domain and 
the only place she yields 

to no one. When she wins a way out of her 
small town, Garrison Lee raises the stakes. 
ZEdzvo (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvo (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Lassoed
Read by Kylie Stewart
Sam and Ashe didn’t 
believe in love at first 
sight. But one look at 
Natalie Steele ruins all 
other women for them. 

They’ll need to lasso more than just her heart 
in order to make her theirs once and for all.
ZEdzvv (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvv (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Spurs & Satin
Read by Kylie Stewart
Hyacinth Lenox can’t 
stop thinking about 
Jackson Reed. Guilt 
from a tragic childhood 
incident follows her 

everywhere, and she feels undeserving of his 
love. But Jackson is a man who gets what he 
wants.
ZEdzvn (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvn (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Lassos & Lace
Read by Kylie Stewart
Jack Matthews came to 
the Montana Territory 
to track an outlaw, not 
claim a bride. But when 
he saves Lily Lenox 

from being run down by a stage, he doesn’t 
want to let her go. 
ZEdzvq (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvq (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Make Me Yours
Read by Kylie Stewart
Lacey has fame and 
fortune but hates that 
she has become tabloid 
fodder. Her planned 
escape to a guest ranch 

turns hot when two cowboys make her theirs. 
Is it for fifteen minutes of fame or because 
they want forever?
ZEdzvw (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdzvw (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

The Stranger’s Wife
By Anna-Lou Weatherley
Read by James Lailey
NEW! Two women are 
leaving their husbands 
for different reasons. 
One husband is cold 

and detached, the other, abusive. When these 
two women cross paths, they learn they share 
one shocking thing in common.
10efhd (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21

The Keepsake Sisters
By Lori Wilde
Read by Teri Schnaubelt
NEW! After being re-
united with her identical 
twin, Anna wants to 
believe that life with her 
new-found sister will be 

perfect. Then Amelia reveals the true reason 
for their reunion: her kidneys are failing. 
ZEdzk4 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdzk4 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21
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BIOGRAPHY
Walk in My  
Combat Boots
By James Patterson and 
Matt Eversmann, with 
Chris Mooney
NEW! Walk in my Com-
bat Boots is a powerful 
collection of never-be-

fore-told war stories crafted from hundreds 
of interviews by James Patterson and First 
Sergeant US Army (Ret.) Matt Eversmann.
40dybt (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 
ZMdybt (u) 1 MP3 CD $44.99  $35.99

Available 2/8/21

Blindfold
By Theo Padnos
NEW! This is an award- 
winning journalist’s 
searing account of 
being kidnapped and 
tortured in Syria by al 
Qaeda for two years— 

a revelatory memoir about war, human na-
ture, and endurance.
10dopv (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

Coal Miner’s 
Daughter
By Loretta Lynn and 
George Vecsey
Read by Sissy Spacek
NEW! Nashville legend 
Loretta Lynn describes 
her rise from deep pov-

erty in Kentucky to the top of the male-dom-
inated country music industry, revealing the 
fascinating woman behind the legend.
ZEds50 (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/16/21

Radiant
By Liz Heinecke
NEW! Radiant is the 
true story of an unlikely 
friendship between a 
dancer, Loie Fuller, and 
a scientist, Marie Curie, 
brought together by 

an illuminating discovery in dazzling Belle 
Epoch Paris.
ZEdybs (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/16/21

Black Magic
By Chad Sanders
NEW! When Chad 
Sanders landed a job in 
Silicon Valley, he real-
ized success by emulat-
ing whiteness. Then he 
decided to give up the 

charade, and got promoted. His turnaround 
came from what he calls Black Magic.
10e6i0 (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Surviving the  
White Gaze
By Rebecca Carroll
NEW! Adopted at birth, 
Rebecca Carroll grew 
up the only black per-
son in her rural town. 
Her early childhood 

was loving—and yet she couldn’t articulate 
the deep isolation she felt. Then she met her 
birth mother.
10dznl (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Flying Free
By Cecilia Aragon
Read by Roxanne 
Hernandez
Cecilia Rodriguez 
Aragon broke her own 
limits by combining 

her passion for flying with math and logic to 
become the first Latina pilot on the United 
States Unlimited Aerobatic Team.
ZEd1sn (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMd1sn (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Fish Out of Water
By Eric Metaxas
NEW! Fish Out of Water 
is a soaring, lyrical ac-
count of the early years 
or Eric Metaxas, the as-
tute Queens-born son of 
Greek and German im-

migrants struggling to make sense of a world 
in which he never quite seems to fit.
ZEefdw (u) 11 CDs $39.95  $31.96 
ZMefdw (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Available 2/2/21
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BIOGRAPHY
Leave Out  
the Tragic Parts
By Dave Kindred
NEW! This hard-won 
work of reportage, me-
ticulously reconstructing 
the life Jared chose for 
himself, is an important 

book on how to love your family, from a 
great writer who has lived its lessons.
ZEdybl (u) 6 CDs $40.00  $32.00

Available 2/2/21

Lincoln’s Mentors
By Michael J. Gerhardt
Read by James Lurie
NEW! Acclaimed histo-
rian Michael J. Gerhardt 
reveals how a group of 
five men mentored an 
obscure lawyer with no 

executive experience to become American’s 
greatest leader.
ZEdwj2 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdwj2 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Raceless
By Georgina Lawton
Read by the author
NEW! After her father 
died, Lawton began to 
unravel the truth about 
her parentage—and the 
identity she was denied. 

Raceless is an exploration of a fundamental 
question of what constitutes our sense of self.
ZEdsxa (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdsxa (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

I’m in Seattle, 
Where Are You?
By Mortada Gzar
Translated by William 
Hutchins
NEW! Mortada in-
terweaves tales of his 
childhood work as a 

scrap-metal collector and the indignities faced 
by gay artists in Iraq with his impossible love 
story and journey to the US.
10e3ix (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 2/1/21

TMI
By Perez Hilton, with 
Leif Eriksson and Martin 
Svensson
Read by the author
TMI is the story of Mario 
Lavandeira and how he 
became Perez Hilton, 

a celebrity blogger with millions of readers 
around the globe.
ZEdv71 (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdv71 (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Floating in a Most 
Peculiar Way
By Louis Chude-Sokei
NEW! This astonishing 
journey of an bright, 
utterly displaced 
boy—from the African 
nation of Biafra to the 

streets of Los Angeles—is a searing memoir 
that adds fascinating depth to the com-
ing-to-America story.
ZEe493 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMe493 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

The Princess Spy
By Larry Loftis
Read by Kate Reading
NEW! During WWII, 
Aline Griffith joins 
the Office of Strategic 
Services and goes deep 
undercover. Even after 

marrying the Count of Romanones, she se-
cretly continues her covert espionage.
10dzob (u) 6 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Fall
By John Preston
NEW! Robert Maxwell 
was a notorious media 
baron rivalling the likes 
of Rupert Murdoch. Ten 
months after he bought 
the New York Daily 

News, he was found dead. His death remains 
as mysterious as his remarkable life.
ZEdvua (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdvua (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21
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BIOGRAPHY
Own the Arena
By Katrina M. Adams
Read by Carolyn Smith
NEW! The former Pres-
ident and CEO of the 
United States Tennis 
Association—the first 
black woman ever to 

hold the position—offers a behind-the-scenes 
look at the leadership skills involved in host-
ing the US Open.
ZEdmmb (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdmmb (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Consent
By Vanessa Springora
NEW! Vanessa’s memoir 
lays bare the cultural 
attitudes and circum-
stances that made it 
possible for a thirteen-
year-old girl to become 

involved with a fifty-year-old man who hap-
pened to be a notable writer. 
ZEdtpj (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdtpj (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Widowish
By Melissa Gould
NEW! Melissa Gould’s 
hopeful memoir of 
grieving outside the box 
illuminates the twists 
of fate that break our 
world, the determina-

tion that keeps us moving forward, and the 
surprises in life we never see coming.
10e3h7 (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/1/21

The Officer’s 
Daughter
By Elle Johnson
Read by Janina Edwards
NEW! At sixteen, Elle 
Johnson dreamed of 
being best friends with 
her cousin Karen. But 

the Johnson family’s lives were changed for-
ever when Karen was killed in a robbery.
ZEdxe0 (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdxe0 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Silences So Deep
By John Luther Adams
Read by Jim Meskimen
In the summer of 1975, 
the composer John 
Luther Adams boarded 
a flight to Alaska. This 

is his account of what it’s like to live alone in 
the frozen woods, composing music by day 
and spending the evening with poets.
ZEdthx (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdthx (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

We Need to Talk
By Jennifer Risher
Read by Erin Bennett
When Jennifer Risher 
joined Microsoft, she 
became a beneficiary of 
the dot-com boom. Her 

thought-provoking story explores the impact 
of wealth on identity, relationships, and sense 
of place in the world.
ZEdtfs (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdtfs (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Rosa Parks
By Rosa Parks, with  
Jimmy Haskins
Read by Carla Toledano
NEW! El 1 de diciembre 
de 1955, Rosa Parks se 
negó a ceder su sitio a 
un hombre blanco en 

un autobús segregado, provocando el boicot 
de los autobuses de Montgomery, Alabama. 
10efgf (u) 4 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/7/21

Hot Seat
By Jeff Immelt
Read by Robert Petkoff
NEW! In September 
2001, Jeff Immelt re-
placed Jack Welch at the 
helm of General Elec-
tric. In Hot Seat, Immelt 

offers a candid interrogation of his tenure, 
detailing his biggest triumphs and mistakes.
40dzq1 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/23/21
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BIOGRAPHY
My Life as a 
Villainess
By Laura Lippman
Read by the author
Bestselling author Laura 
Lippman, a journalist 
for many years, collects 

here her recent essays exploring a life that has as 
many twists as her award-winning crime fiction.
ZEdndf (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdndf (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Short Stories
By Columbus Short, with 
Marisa Mendez
Read by the author
Short Stories not only 
details Columbus Short’s 
journey from childhood 

to Hollywood, it shows how the most check-
ered of pasts can create a person with will and 
drive, especially when it comes to fulfilling 
your destiny.
ZEdi9k (u) 3 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdi9k (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Hitler
By Volker Ullrich
Read by Sean Runnette
NEW! In the summer 
of 1939 Hitler was at 
the zenith of his power. 
However, his decision to 
invade the Soviet Union 

in 1941 turned the tide for good. Blaming 
others, Hitler’s last goal was to annihilate 
Germany itself.
40ecjn (u) 22 CDs $59.99  $47.99

Available 2/9/21

Do What You Want
By Bad Religion, with  
Jim Ruland
Read by Rob Shapiro
From their beginnings 
as teenagers to headlin-
ing major music festivals 

around the world, Do What You Want tells 
the whole story of Bad Religion’s forty-year 
career in irreverent style.
ZEdqcs (u) 9 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

A Lab of One’s Own
By Rita Colwell, PhD, and 
Sharon Bertsch McGrayne
Read by Jackie Sanders
This riveting mem-
oir-manifesto from the 
first female director of 

the National Science Foundation reveals the 
entrenched sexism in science and the detours 
women have taken to bypass the problem.
10dmtb (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Perfectly Wounded
By Mike Day,  
with Robert Vera
Foreword by Admiral 
William H. McRaven
Read by Mike Day
Perfectly Wounded is the 
story of an American 

hero whose incredible survival defies explana-
tion, and whose blessed life of service contin-
ues in the face of unimaginable odds.
ZEdmff (u) 5 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Grand
By Sara Schaefer
Read by the author
Sara Schaefer’s hilari-
ously honest memoir 
follows Sara’s trip 
through the Grand 

Canyon with her sister that causes her to 
reflect on her childhood and the scandal that 
changed her family forever.
10dmue (u) 5 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Olive the Lionheart
By Brad Ricca
Read by Brad Ricca and 
Billie Fulford-Brown
In 1910, Olive Ma-
cLeod, a thirty-year-old, 
redheaded Scottish aris-

tocrat, received word that her fiancé, the fa-
mous naturalist Boyd Alexander, was missing 
in Africa. So she went to find him.
40do9m (u) 9 CDs $45.99  $36.79 
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BUSINESS & ECNOMICS

Working Backwards
By Colin Bryar and Bill Carr
Read by Colin Bryar, Bill 
Carr, and Robert Petkoff
NEW! In Working Back-
wards, two long-serving 
Amazon executives 
reveal and codify the 

principles and practices that drive the success 
of one of the most extraordinary companies 
the world has ever known. 
40dwfq (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Backable
By Suneel Gupta
NEW! How can some 
get investors to back 
their ideas while oth-
ers—often with better 
ideas—fall flat? Drawing 
from his own experience 

and interviews with innovators, Gupta breaks 
down the six qualities of backable people.
ZEdyb3 (u) 7 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21

Conflicted
By Ian Leslie
Read by Matthew Lloyd 
Davies
NEW! Ian Leslie explains 
why we urgently need 
to transform the way we 
think about conflict and 

how having better disagreements can make us 
more successful.
ZEdqbw (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdqbw (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Power Moms
By Joann S. Lublin
Read by Caroline Slaughter
NEW! Lublin looks at the 
trade-offs mothers are 
often forced to make be-
tween work and family 
and at root causes, in-

cluding lack of large-scale paid parental leave 
and other family friendly policies. 
ZEdzk1 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdzk1 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Skip the Line
By James Altucher
Read by the author
NEW! Skip the Line isn’t 
about shortcuts—it’s 
about transforming 
the way you think, 
work, and live, letting 

your interests guide your learning, time, and 
resources. It’s about allowing yourself to do 
what comes naturally.
ZEdy9m (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdy9m (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Flex
By Annie Auerbach
Read by the author
NEW! The coronavirus 
pandemic has proven 
what Auerbach has long 
championed: working 
in an office doesn’t work 

for most of us. Auerbach says we must reject 
a culture of presenteeism, and burnout.
ZEdy91 (u) 3 CDs $22.99  $18.39 
ZMdy91 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Never Enough
By Mike Hayes
Read by the author
NEW! Mike Hayes re-
counts dramatic stories 
and offers battle- and 
boardroom-tested advice 
that will motivate listen-

ers to do work of value, live lives of purpose, 
and stretch themselves to their potential.
40e36w (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Made in China
By Amelia Pang
NEW! Investigative jour-
nalist Amelia Pang pulls 
back the curtain on the 
labor camps that create 
the home goods we buy 
at Kmart, the fast fash-

ion we buy at H&M, and a shocking number 
of other products besides. 
ZEe4ty (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99
ZMe4ty (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21
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HEALTH & FITNESS
Ancient Remedies
By Dr. Josh Axe
Read by Chris Abell
NEW! Ancient Remedies 
reveals how to cure 
more than seventy dis-
eases, lose weight, and 
increase vitality with 

traditional healing practices passed down 
through the ages—without toxic, costly syn-
thetic drugs.
40dyb4 (u) 8 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/2/21

The Pegan Diet
By Mark Hyman, MD
Read by the author
NEW! Mark Hyman 
explains how to take the 
best aspects of the paleo 
diet and combine them 
with the vegan diet to 

create a delicious diet that is not only good 
for your brain and your body, but also good 
for the planet.
40dybk (u) 6 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 2/23/21

Pregnancy, 
Childbirth, and  
the Newborn
By Penny Simkin and  
various authors
NEW! From reducing 
stress during pregnancy to 
caring for yourself as well 

as your baby after birth, this pregnancy guide 
speaks to today’s parents-to-be like no other.
ZEecee (u) 12 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/9/21

The Handbook for 
Bad Days
By Eveline Helmink
NEW! Some bad days 
require us to be curious 
and courageous. In The 
Handbook for Bad Days, 
Helmink offers listeners 

more than seventy proven strategies to find 
that lightness when things feel sideways.
10e7zn (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/23/21

How to Date Your 
Wardrobe
By Heather Newberger
Read by Emily Ellet
NEW! Too many people 
dress for a role instead 
of themselves and often 
invest in pieces they 

rarely wear. In How to Date Your Wardrobe, 
Newberger teaches you how to build a closet 
that reveals who you are. 
ZEdwxv (u) 1 CD $14.99  $11.99 
ZMdwxv (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

A Seeker’s Guide to 
the Yoga Sutras
By Ram Bhakt
Read by Victor Bevine
NEW! Living a healthy, 
happy, and purposeful 
life starts with a clear 
and focused mind. A 

Seeker’s Guide to the Yoga Sutras is an easy 
introduction to the lessons of Patanjali that 
condenses these yoga sutras for modern life.
10efgb (u) 3 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 2/7/21

Tools of Titans
By Tim Ferriss
Read by various narrators
NEW! Tim Ferriss hosts a 
podcast where he’s inter-
viewed more than 200 
world-class performers. 
This book contains the 

distilled tools, tactics, and insider knowledge 
you won’t find anywhere else.
10efi5 (u) 18 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21

The Doctor Who 
Fooled the World
By Brian Deer
Read by Dennis Kleinman
Controversy over vac-
cines is erupting around 
the globe. Fear is spread-

ing. Banished diseases have returned. And an 
“anti-vax” movement has surfaced to cam-
paign against children’s shots. But why?
ZEdxbg (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdxbg (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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HISTORY

The Black Banners 
(Declassified)
By Ali Soufan, with Daniel 
Freedman
Read by Fajer Al-Kaisi
Drawing on Ali Soufan’s 
experiences as a lead 

operative for the FBI. This new “declassified” 
edition corrects the record on how vital intel-
ligence was obtained from al-Qaeda suspects..
ZEdxi3 (u) 15 CDs $44.95  $35.96 
ZMdxi3 (u) 2 MP3 CDs $44.95  $35.96

The Women’s 
History of the 
Modern World
By Rosalind Miles
Read by Erin Bennett
NEW! Rosalind Miles 
presents a wickedly 
witty history of the ex-

traordinary female rebels, reactionaries, and 
trailblazers who left their mark on history.
ZEczpp (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMczpp (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

China’s Good War
By Rana Mitter
Read by Dennis Kleinman
Chinese leaders once 
tried to suppress mem-
ories of their nation’s 
brutal experience during 

WWII. Now they celebrate the “victory”—a 
key foundation of China’s nationalism.
ZEdy18 (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdy18 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The York Patrol
By James Carl Nelson
Read by Jacques Roy
NEW! Sergeant Alvin 
York became an Amer-
ican legend during 
WWI. Here is the 
complete story of York, 

the sixteen others who fought beside him, 
and the events that occurred in the Argonne 
Forest one fateful day.
ZEdyqf (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdyqf (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Hitler and Stalin
By Laurence Rees
Read by John Sackville
NEW! An award-winning 
historian plumbs the 
depths of Hitler and 
Stalin’s vicious regimes, 
and shows the extent to 

which they brutalized the world.
ZEdtct (u) 15 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/2/21

West of the West
By Mark Arax
Read by the author
Teddy Roosevelt once 
said, “When I am in 
California, I am not 
in the West. I am west 

of the West,” and in this book, Mark Arax 
spends four years travelling the Golden State 
to explore its singular place in the world.
ZEdulb (u) 11 CDs $39.95  $31.96 
ZMdulb (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

The Enlightenment
By Ritchie Robertson
Read by Jonathan Keeble
NEW! The Enlighten-
ment is the fountainhead 
of modern secular West-
ern values. Ritchie Rob-
ertson goes back from 

approximately 1680 to 1790 to reveal what 
this much-debated period was really about.
ZEdih8 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdih8 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Kargil
By General V.P. Malik
Read by Siddhanta Pinto
NEW! In 1999, Paki-
stani Army personnel, 
disguised as jehadi 
militants, infiltrated 
mountainous Kargil and 

occupied key vantage points. Their intru-
sion triggered off a limited war between the 
world’s newest nuclear states. 
10efi0 (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Available 2/7/21
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HISTORY
Chicago’s Great Fire
By Carl Smith
Read by David de Vries
NEW! Between October 
8–10, 1871, much of 
the city of Chicago was 
destroyed by one of the 

most legendary urban fires in history. Remark-
ably, no carefully researched history of the 
Great Chicago Fire has been written until now.
ZEe49t (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMe49t (u) 2 MP3 CDs $29.95  $23.96

The Deep End
By Jason Boog
Read by John Lescault
The Deep End points to 
the way that writers and 
their cohorts can stand 
with other progressive 

forces fighting for economic justice and, in 
doing so, help save a vital cultural profession 
under threat.
ZEdyf2 (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdyf2 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

We Had a Little 
Real Estate Problem
By Kliph Nesteroff
NEW! Featuring dozens 
of original interviews 
and the exhaustive 
research, here is the im-
portant and unheralded 

story of Native Americans and how they in-
fluenced the art form of comedy.
10dzny (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/16/21

Past Mistakes
By David Mountain
NEW! David Mountain 
argues that the stories 
we tell about our past 
affect how we see our-
selves today. One wrong 
turn in our under-

standing of history can infect whole areas of 
thought in the twenty-first century.
10eaqk (u) 9 CDs $32.99  $26.39 

Available 2/9/21

Thebes
By Paul Cartledge
Read by David Timson
There is precious lit-
tle written about the 
city-state of Thebes in 
ancient history. Paul 

Cartledge brings the city to life and argues 
that it is central to our understanding of the 
ancient Greeks’s achievements.
ZEdwzi (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdwzi (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Fallout
By Lesley M.M. Blume
Read by Fred Sanders
After Japan was bombed 
in 1945, the United 
States tried to cover up 
the horrific and lasting 

effects of radiation. This is the story behind 
journalist John Hersey’s historic and revealing 
article, “Hiroshima.”
10dmtd (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

What Really Happened:  
The Lincoln Assassination

By Robert J. Hutchinson
Read by David Marantz
Many unsolved myster-
ies and urban legends 
still surround the assassi-
nation of Abraham Lin-
coln. Robert Hutchin-

son explores what really happened at Ford’s 
Theatre on the night of April 14, 1865.
ZEdrub (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdrub (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

A Brief Natural 
History of 
Civilization
By Mark Bertness
Read by Stephen Bowlby
Noted ecologist Mark 
Bertness argues that we 

might have to consciously overrule our evolu-
tionary drivers to continue to survive.
ZEdmk9 (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdmk9 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96
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POLITICS
Unmasked
By Andy Ngo
NEW! Reporter Andy 
Ngo was attacked in 
the streets by Antifa in 
2019. In Unmasked, 
Ngo tells the story of 
the extremist group, 

including interviews with other victims and 
even Antifa’s former followers.
ZEdsuq (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/2/21

The Spymaster  
of Baghdad
By Margaret Coker
Read by Cassandra 
Campbell
NEW! Challenging our 
perceptions of terrorism, 
The Spymaster of Bagh-

dad tells the dramatic yet intimate account 
of how a covert Iraqi intelligence unit came 
together against all odds to defeat ISIS. 
ZEdxrn (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdxrn (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

The Parasitic Mind
By Gad Saad
Read by Jim Meskimen
NEW! Serving as a 
follow-up to Jordan 
Peterson’s book 12 Rules 
for Life, Dr. Saad un-

packs what is really happening in progressive 
safe zones, and what we must do to stop the 
spread of dangerous thinking.
ZEdx8n (u) 7 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdx8n (u) 2 MP3 CDs $29.95  $23.96

Words Whispered  
in Water
By Sandy Rosenthal
Read by Bernadette Dunne
In 2005, New Orleans 
was nearly wiped off the 
map when levees rup-

tured and most of the city flooded. While the 
media blames low elevation, citizen investigator 
Sandy Rosenthal here exposes the true culprits.
ZEdrtp (u) 8 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdrtp (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Bombarded
By Cyrus Krohn, with  
Tom Farmer
Foreword by Michael 
Kinsley
Read by the author
NEW! Digital pioneer 
Cyrus Krohn locates the 

roots of our electoral chaos and rolls out an 
action plan for rescuing the American system of 
campaigns and elections while there is still time.
ZEdwpo (u) 6 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdwpo (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Saving Justice
By James Comey
Read by the author
NEW! The former FBI 
director, with a long, 
varied career in the 
law and justice system, 
knows better than most 

what a force for good the US justice system 
can be and how far afield it strayed during 
the Trump years.
40dz5g (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 1/12/21

Azadi
By Arundhati Roy
Read by Shaheen Khan
In this series of pene-
trating essays, Arundhati 
Roy examines the exis-
tential threat to Indian 

democracy by Hindu nationalism and chal-
lenges us to reflect on the meaning of free-
dom in a world of growing authoritarianism.
ZEdw23 (u) 5 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdw23 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

United States of 
Socialism
By Dinesh D’Souza
Read by the author
Socialism is back, with 
a vengeance. Dinesh 
D’Souza refutes its per-

nicious promises with his trademark mix of 
intellectual heft and scathing wit.
40dm6e (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
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PSYCHOLOGY & SOCIAL SCIENCE
Prey
By Ayaan Hirsi Ali
Read by the author
NEW! Ayaan Hirsi Ali 
argues that Islamic 
extremism is spreading 
to the West because of 
the influx of immigrants 

from the Middle East and Africa, putting 
women’s hard-won rights at risk.
ZEdh7g (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdh7g (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/9/21

Do Better
By Rachel Ricketts
NEW! Rachel Ricketts 
offers mindful and 
practical steps for all hu-
mans to dismantle white 
supremacy on a personal 
and collective level from 

a comprehensive, intersectional, and spiritu-
ally aligned perspective.
10e5vf (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

The Devil You Know
By Charles M. Blow
Read by JD Jackson
NEW! Drawing on po-
litical observations and 
personal experience as 
a Black man, acclaimed 
columnist and author 

Charles Blow offers a call to action by which 
Black people can achieve equality on their 
own terms.
ZEe37b (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe37b (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Halfway Home
By Reuben Jonathan Miller
NEW! A noted sociologist 
reveals how our Ameri-
can justice system keeps 
a particular class of peo-
ple impoverished, unsta-
ble, and disenfranchised 

long after they’ve paid their debt to society.
ZEdybq (u) 9 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/2/21

Anti-Racist Ally
By Sophie Williams
Read by the author
NEW! Whether you are 
just finding your voice, 
have made a start but 
aren’t sure what to do 
next, or want a fresh 

viewpoint, Williams explains the language of 
change and shows you how to challenge the 
system, beginning with yourself. 
ZEe6g5 (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMe6g5 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/16/21

Ask the Brains, 
Part 2
By Scientific American
Read by Suzie Althens
We’ve all experienced 
moments of utter confu-
sion about the nature of 

our own behavior, emotions, or perception of 
reality. In this audiobook, neurologists share 
what they know about how the mind works.
ZEdhly (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdhly (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Animal,  
Vegetable, Junk
By Mark Bittman
NEW! Bestselling food 
authority Mark Bittman 
offers a panoramic view 
of the story of food and 
warns of wrong turns on 
the horizon.

ZEe497 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMe497 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Guilt by Accusation
By Alan Dershowitz
Read by the author
Alan Dershowitz 
provides an in-depth 
analysis of the false ac-
cusations against him, 

alongside a full presentation of the exculpa-
tory evidence that proves his account.
ZEdpez (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdpez (u) 2 MP3 CDs $19.95  $15.96
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SCIENCE
An Anatomy of Pain
By Abdul-Ghaaliq Lalkhen
Read by Russell Bentley
NEW! An Anatomy of 
Pain is the first book to 
clearly explain the cur-
rent issues surrounding 
the treatment of pain 

and how society deals with those in pain, as 
well as how our bodies relate to pain.
10e40f (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/2/21

Evolution
By Scientific American
Read by Kate Mulligan
Human evolution is a 
tale seven million years 
in the making, and each 
new discovery adds to 

or revises our understanding. This audiobook 
explores the evolution of those characteristics 
that make us human. 
ZEdhm1 (u) 6 CDs $32.95  $26.36 
ZMdhm1 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Spacefarers
By Christopher Wanjek
Read by Donald Corren
NEW! For humanity to 
settle new worlds, we’ll 
need the earnest plans of 
engineers, scientists, and 

entrepreneurs. Wanjek introduces us to the 
planners striving to make life in space a reality.
ZEdw6z (u) 10 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdw6z (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Ask the Experts: 
The Human Body 
and Mind
By Scientific American
Read by Graham Halstead
Curious about what 
causes a hangover? Why 

knuckles pop? Here, professors, scientists, and 
biologists provide answers that are at once ac-
curate, understandable, and often plain funny.
ZEdhmb (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdhmb (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

The Language of 
Butterflies
By Wendy Williams
Read by Angela Brazil
This “butterfly biog-
raphy” explores the 
ancient partnership 

between these special creatures and humans, 
and why they continue to fascinate us today.
10dngd (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 

Apocalypse Never
By Michael Shellenberger
Read by Stephen Graybill
Many environmentalists 
claim the world as we 
know it will soon come 
to an end unless we rad-

ically change how we live our lives. Climate 
change is real, says Michael Shellenberger, but 
it’s not the end of the world. 
ZEdlwy (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdlwy (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

A Polar Affair
By Lloyd Spencer Davis
Read by Raphael Corkhill
In this captivating blend 
of true adventure and 
natural history, Davis 
reveals a long-suppressed 

manuscript and its insights into the under-
pinnings of evolutionary biology itself.
ZEdnd2 (u) 11 CDs $39.95  $31.96 
ZMdnd2 (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Extraterrestrial
By Avi Loeb
Read by Robert Petkoff
NEW! Loeb takes listen-
ers inside the thrilling 
story of our solar sys-
tem’s first interstellar 
visitor. He outlines his 

theory and its implications: for science, for 
religion, and for the future of our species and 
our planet. 
ZEe492 (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMe492 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 1/26/21
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TRUE CRIME
The Rope
By Alex Tresniowski
NEW! The Rope is a 
remarkable true-crime 
thriller recounting the 
1910 murder of ten-year-
old Marie Smith, the 
dawn of modern crimi-

nal detection, and the launch of the NAACP.
10dznj (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 2/9/21

Guilty Admissions
By Nicole LaPorte
NEW! An entertaining 
exposé on how the other 
half gets in, this is the 
shockingly true story 
of the Varsity Blues 
scandal, involving crazy 

parents, privilege, and con men.
ZEdqd2 (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 2/23/21

Confident Women
By Tori Telfer
Read by Jaime Lamchick
NEW! The art of the con 
has a long and venerable 
tradition, and its female 
practitioners are some 
of the best—or worst in 

history. But what about today? Spoiler alert: 
these “artists” are still conning.
ZEdzk0 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdzk0 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/23/21

Giovanni’s Ring
By Giovanni Rocco, with 
Douglas Schofield
Read by Joe Barrett
NEW! Giovanni’s Ring is 
the story of “Giovanni 
Rocco,” the New Jersey 
police officer at the 

epicenter of a federal undercover operation 
that brought down the DeCavalcante Mafia 
family, known as “the real Sopranos.” 
40e4oz (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 2/2/21

Chase Darkness 
With Me
By Billy Jensen
Read by the author, with  
Karen Kilgariff
Journalist Billy Jensen 
spent fifteen years in-

vestigating unsolved murders. But after the 
sudden death of a friend, he came up with a 
plan to investigate past the point when the 
cops had given up.
10ds1t (u) 7 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Aaron Hernandez’s 
Killing Fields
By Dylan Howard
Read by David Linski
This is the real Aaron 
Hernandez story—and 
perhaps just the begin-

ning of a whole new murder investigation. It 
is a shocking revelation of the hitherto un-
known motive for the killing of Odin Lloyd.
ZEdm8n (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMdm8n (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Relentless Pursuit
By Bradley J. Edwards, 
with Brittany Henderson
Read by Steven Weber
Introduction read by  
the author
This is the definitive 
story of the case against 

Jeffrey Epstein and the corrupt system that 
supported him, told in detail by the lawyer 
who has represented Epstein’s victims for 
more than a decade.
10dqbm (u) 11 CDs $55.99  $44.79

Dirty Dealing
By Gary Cartwright
Read by J. Rodney Turner
Everything you’ll need 
to know and remember 
about Lee Chagra—the 
attorney who ran the 

world of dope-running and border-crossings 
along the El Paso–Juarez border—can be 
found in this cautionary tale.
40dnip (u) 13 CDs $44.99  $35.99
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HUMOR
Separation Anxiety
By Laura Zigman
Read by Courtney 
Patterson
Judy never intended to 
start wearing her dog 
in her son Teddy’s old 

baby sling. Her personal life lies in shambles, 
but takes fumbling steps toward happiness 
nonetheless.
ZEdgib (u) 7 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdgib (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Wanderlust, USA
By Flula Borg
Read by the author
Infused with Flula’s 
infectious enthusiasm, 
Wanderlust, USA is an 
immersive and uproari-

ous experience that reveals the heart of Amer-
ica in a unique way.
ZEdgti (u) 4 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdgti (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Name Drop
By Ross Mathews
Read by the author
Filled with tales ranging 
from the horrifying to 
the hilarious—and with 
just the right “Rossipes” 

and cocktails to go along with them, Name 
Drop is every pop culture lover’s dream 
come true.
10dhd6 (u) 6 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Dot Con
By James Veitch
Read by James Veitch and 
Naomi Petersen
Dot Con answers the 
question: What would 
happen if you replied 

to the emails that spam our inboxes with 
hapless pleas for help, money, and our social 
security numbers?
ZEdmfm (u) 2 CDs $35.00  $28.00

The Spinster Diaries
By Gina Fattore
Read by Tanya Eby
In this semi-autobi-
ographical, unromantic 
comedy, a moderately 
successful TV writer 

in LA, who is swimming in anxiety and just 
might have a brain tumor, turns to a long-
dead novelist for life advice.
ZEd8tv (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMd8tv (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

The Unhoneymooners
By Christina Lauren
Read by Cynthia Farrell, 
with Deacon Lee
Putting their hatred 
aside for the sake of a 
free vacation, Olive and 

Ethan head for paradise, determined to avoid 
each other at all costs. But anything can hap-
pen during the Hawaiian trip of a lifetime.
10czb2 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99

The Unteachables
By Gordon Korman
Read by various narrators
The Unteachables—the 
misfits, delinquents, 
and losers in room 117 
kept isolated from the 

student body—never thought they’d find 
a teacher with a worse attitude than theirs. 
Then they met Mr. Kermit.
ZEcpue (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMcpue (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Next Level Basic
By Stassi Schroeder
Read by the author
Reality star and podcast 
queen Stassi Schroeder 
gives you hilarious and 
pointed lessons on how 

to have fun and celebrate yourself, with ex-
clusive stories from her own life.
10d25h (u) 4 CDs $39.99  $31.99
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NONFICTION
Human Work in the  
Age of Smart Machines

By Jamie Merisotis
Read by Malcolm 
Hillgartner
NEW! Merisotis offers a 
roadmap for the radical 
changes we must make 
to find abundant and 
meaningful work as the 

role of workers is transformed by automation.
ZEdtft (u) 6 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdtft (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

The Spirit  
of Animal Healing
By Dr. Marty Goldstein
Read by Eric Michael 
Summerer
NEW! With the latest in-
tegrative medical knowl-
edge, Dr. Goldstein pro-

vides the most up to-date tools and knowledge 
to keep dogs and cats healthy and to prevent 
disease from occurring in the first place.
40e3w8 (u) 10 CDs $42.99  $34.39

Available 2/2/21

Don’t Panic
By Neil Gaiman
Read by Neil Gaiman and 
Simon Jones
Part biography, part tell-
all parody, part pop-cul-
ture history, part guide 

to a guide, Don’t Panic celebrates everything 
Hitchhiker, from the original radio play to the 
Great One himself.
ZEdeyl (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdeyl (u) 2 MP3 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Chiquis Keto
By Chiquis Rivera, with 
Sarah Koudouzian
Read by Frankie Corzo
Rivera presents a deli-
cious and satisfying new 
take on the keto diet 

for lovers of Mexican food who want to get 
fit without sacrificing the rich staples of their 
favorite cuisine.
10doq0 (u) 3 CDs $19.99  $15.99 

Charter Schools and 
Their Enemies
By Thomas Sowell
Read by Brad Sanders
Thomas Sowell de-
fends charter schools 
against the teachers’ 

unions, politicians, and liberal educators who 
threaten to dismantle their success and put 
students at risk of losing a quality education.
ZEdrcl (u) 5 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Good Chemistry
By Julie Holland, MD
Read by Jean Ann 
Douglass
Good Chemistry points 
us on the right path to 
forging true and deeper 

attachments with our own souls, to one an-
other, and even to our planet, helping us heal 
ourselves and our world. 
ZEdn9m (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdn9m (u) 2 MP3 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Pearls of Wisdom
By Barbara Bush
Read by various narrators
Full of Barbara Bush’s 
trademark wit and 
thoughtfulness, Pearls 
of Wisdom is a poignant 

reflection on life, love, family, and the world 
by one of America’s most iconic—and be-
loved—public figures.
40dign (u) 4 CDs $25.00  $20.00

Get Out of  
Your Own Way
By Dave Hollis
Read by the author
Hollis talks honestly 
about topics men ar-
en’t normally honest 

about—offering challenge, humor, and en-
couragement for others to finally start living 
the best versions of their lives.
10diqp (u) 6 CDs $34.99  $27.99
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NONFICTION

John Adams  
under Fire
By Dan Abrams and  
David Fisher
Read by Dan Abrams and 
Roger Wayne
John Adams Under Fire 
is an eye-opening story 

of America on the edge of revolution, reveal-
ing the life of young John Adams and his key 
role in the trial of the Boston Massacre.
ZEdjsl (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdjsl (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Why We Drive
By Matthew B. Crawford
Read by Ron Butler
Blending philosophy 
and hands-on storytell-
ing, Crawford recounts 
his experience restoring 

a vintage Volkswagen, as well as his journeys 
to thriving automotive subcultures across 
the country.
ZEdna8 (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdna8 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

The Influenza Threat
By Scientific American
Read by Coleen Marlo
The likelihood of an 
outbreak of influenza is 
not far from reality. This 
audiobook delves into 

the science of the flu, starting with past pan-
demics and what we can learn from them.
ZEdhlb (u) 6 CDs $29.95  $23.96 
ZMdhlb (u) 2 MP3 CDs $29.95  $23.96

One in Five
By Micki Boas
Read by Soneela Nankani, 
with a preface read by  
the author
Both a rallying cry and 
an invaluable resource, 
One in Five details the 

national education crisis as it impacts the one 
in five children who have dyslexia, as written 
by a mother of two dyslexic sons.
10dtwp (u) 8 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Leave It As It Is
By David Gessner
Read by Fred Sanders
“Leave it as it is,” 
Theodore Roosevelt 
announced, viewing the 
Grand Canyon for the 

first time. Gessner presents a beautiful por-
trait of the West and a powerful call to arms 
for its protection.
10dodb (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

White Hot Light
By Frank Huyler
Read by Gary Bennett
From a doomed Iraq sol-
dier to a self-destructive 
young woman to a tal-
ented artist, Frank Huyler 

reveals the gritty reality of medicine practiced 
on the razor’s edge between life and death. 
ZEdoyl (u) 5 CDs $29.99  $23.99 
ZMdoyl (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Unfinished Business
By Vivian Gornick
Read by the author
In nine essays that tra-
verse literary criticism, 
memoir, and biography, 
Vivian Gornick, one of 

our most celebrated critics, writes about the 
importance of reading—and re-reading—as 
life progresses.
ZEdgpp (u) 4 CDs $24.95  $19.96 
ZMdgpp (u) 1 MP3 CD $19.95  $15.96

Don’t Panic
By Neil Gaiman
Read by Simon Jones and 
Neil Gaiman
Part biography, part tell-
all parody, part pop-cul-
ture history, part guide 

to a guide, Don’t Panic celebrates everything 
Hitchhiker, from the original radio play to the 
Great One himself. 
ZEdeyl (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdeyl (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99
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VALUE TITLES
No Surrender
By Christopher Edmonds  
and Douglas Century
Read by James Lurie
Part contemporary 
detective story, part his-
torical narrative, No Sur-

render is the true story of Roddie Edmonds, 
who risked his life during the final days of 
WWII to save others from the Nazis.
11cyyd (u) 8 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Sins of the Fathers
By J. A. Jance
Read by Alan Sklar
Retired cop J. P. Beau-
mont is drawn into a 
shockingly personal case 
when an old acquain-

tance shows up with a newborn in hand and 
needing help to locate his missing daughter.
11d7i4 (u) 11 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Three Days  
at the Brink
By Bret Baier, with 
Catherine Whitney
Read by the author
Three Days at the Brink 
is a gripping history 

of the now-forgotten 1943 Tehran Confer-
ence, where Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston 
Churchill, and Joseph Stalin plotted WWII’s 
endgame.
11cyye (u) 11 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

The Last Confession
By Morris West
Read by James Condon
A famous victim of the 
Inquisition was brilliant 
Dominican monk Gior-
dano Bruno, burnt at 

the stake for heresy in 1600. West recreates a 
diary of Bruno’s intimate thoughts as he lan-
guishes in Rome’s prison.
11bz0c (u) 7 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Go Set a Watchman
By Harper Lee
Read by Reese 
Witherspoon
Twenty-six-year-old 
Jean Louise Finch—
“Scout”—returns to 

Maycomb to visit her aging father, Atticus. 
But the homecoming turns bittersweet when 
she learns disturbing truths about her family.
41bjoy (u) 6 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Willing to Die
By Lisa Jackson
Read by Natalie Ross
Detective Regan Pesco-
li’s sister is murdered, 
bringing her grief, guilt, 
and care of her teenage 

niece. Though Pescoli is on maternity leave, 
she’s drawn into the investigation headed by 
her partner.
11cz30 (u) 10 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Cold Storage
By David Koepp
Read by Rupert Friend
Three strangers must 
work together to con-
tain a highly contagious, 
deadly organism. All 

they have is luck, fearlessness, and a mordant 
sense of humor. Will that be enough to save 
all of humanity?
11cyl9 (u) 7 CDs $19.99  $15.99 VALUE PRICE

Paranoid
By Lisa Jackson
Read by Christa Lewis
As a teenager, Rachel’s 
toy air gun was replaced 
with a real gun, and she 
accidentally killed her 

brother. She’s been paranoid of danger ever 
since. But this time, could the danger be real?
11d0ec (u) 11 CDs $24.99  $19.99 VALUE PRICE
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COMING SOON
Later
By Stephen King
NEW! Jamie Conklin is 
no ordinary child. He 
can see what no one else 
can see and learn what 
no one else can learn. 
But the cost of using 

this ability is higher than Jamie can imag-
ine—as he soon discovers.
40e9qf (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99

Available 3/2/21

The Bounty
By Janet Evanovich and 
Steve Hamilton
NEW! FBI agent Kate 
O’Hare and con man 
Nicholas Fox race to un-
cover a buried train filled 
with Nazi gold before 

the Brotherhood, a group descended from the 
Vatican Bank priests, can find it first.
40dzqe (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 3/23/21

The Red Book
By James Patterson
Read by Edoardo Ballerini
NEW! When a drive-by 
shooting turns political, 
Detective Billy Harney 
leads the way. But as a 
justice-hungry popu-

lation threatens to riot, he realizes that the 
three known victims are not the only ones.
40e0ol (u) 9 CDs $40.00  $32.00 

Available 3/29/21

The Palm Beach 
Murders
By James Patterson
Read by Jason Culp, 
Helen Wick, and Zoe 
Hunter
NEW! Christy and Mar-
tin don’t believe in love 
at first sight. But from 

the instant they lock eyes, it’s a dream come 
true—until they start playing a strangely in-
tense game of make-believe that goes too far.
40e0fz (u) 7 CDs $30.00  $24.00 

Available 3/23/21

Killer Triggers
By Joe Kenda
Read by the author
NEW! Joe Kenda, the star 
of Discovery’s Homicide 
Hunters, examines past 
homicide cases in search 
of the killer’s trigger.  

Because while the why of a murder may not 
be critical, it can lead to the killer.
ZEd7hk (u) 7 CDs $34.95  $27.96 
ZMd7hk (u) 1 MP3 CD $29.95  $23.96

Available 3/9/21

Meant To Be
By Jude Deveraux
NEW! It’s 1972 in the 
small farming commu-
nity of Mason, Kansas. 
Vera and Kelly Exton 
are known for their am-
bitions—by having the 

courage to follow their hearts, these women 
will change lives for the better.
ZEdz7x (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdz7x (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 3/16/21

Lightning Game
By Christine Feehan
NEW! GhostWalker 
Rubin Campo’s upbring-
ing made him into the 
man he is today. Jon-
quille looks deceptively 
delicate but is a fighter. 

Rubin knows she’s his match. But Jonquille 
came to him with hidden intentions. 
40e5oq (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 

Available 3/2/21

Double Jeopardy
By Stuart Woods
NEW! Stone Barrington 
returns to Maine to 
address a family matter, 
but threats await him 
among the mansions 
and coastal clubs. With 

funds to spare and a score to settle, these ene-
mies won’t be drawn out so easily. 
40eabh (u) 7 CDs $35.00  $28.00 

Available 3/23/21
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COMING SOON
Infinite
By Brian Freeman
NEW! Following his 
wife’s death, Dylan 
experiences strange 
visions: he’s haunted 
by glimpses of himself. 
Then one day he runs 

into a psychiatrist who claims he’s her patient 
undergoing hypnotherapy.
10e3bq (u) 8 CDs $34.99  $27.99

Available 3/1/21

Fast Ice
By Clive Cussler and 
Graham Brown
NEW! Pitted against a 
determined madman 
and a monstrous storm, 
Kurt Austin and the 
NUMA team must 

unravel a Nazi-era plot in order to save the 
globe from a freeze that would bury it once 
and for all.
40dzt2 (u) 9 CDs $45.00  $36.00 

Available 3/9/21

How to Do the Work
By Dr. Nicole LePera
Read by the author
NEW! Dr. LePera offers 
listners the tools that 
will allow them to break 
free from destructive be-
haviors and reclaim their 

lives. She offers an essential guide to creating 
a more vibrant, authentic, and joyful life.
ZEdy67 (u) 9 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdy67 (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 3/9/21

Wild Sign
By Patricia Briggs
Read by Holter Graham
NEW! All the inhabitants 
of a small mountain 
town have gone missing. 
Fearing something su-
pernatural is the cause, 

the FBI calls in werewolves Charles Cornick 
and Anna Latham to assist.
40dzak (u) 8 CDs $40.00  $32.00  

Available 3/16/21

Every Vow  
You Break
By Peter Swanson
Read by Karissa Vacker
NEW! Abigail Baskin’s 
dream honeymoon 
becomes a nightmare 
when a man with whom 

she had a regrettable one-night stand shows 
up, and Abigail’s future life and happiness are 
turned upside down.
ZEdy9i (u) 10 CDs $34.99  $27.99 
ZMdy9i (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 3/23/21

Her Dark Lies
By J. T. Ellison
NEW! Claire Hunter’s 
wedding to Max Comp-
ton is the talk of the 
town. People would kill 
for an invite. Literally. 
Claire has been receiving 

disturbing text messages with dire warn-
ings—Max is not who you think he is.
ZEdydf (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99 
ZMdydf (u) 1 MP3 CD $39.99  $31.99

Available 3/9/21

The Consequences of Fear
By Jacqueline Winspear
Read by Orlagh Cassidy
NEW! Freddie Hackett 
witnesses a murder 
while on a delivery. 
Hiding in a bombed-out 
house, Freddie waits 
until the coast is clear. 

But when he arrives at the delivery address, 
he’s shocked to meet the killer.
10dz67 (u) 10 CDs $39.99  $31.99

Available 3/23/21

The Devil  
Wears Black
By L. J. Shen
NEW! Maddie’s ex storms 
back into her life with 
an outrageous request: 
pretend to be his fian-
cée. She accepts, hoping 

to mess with the man who broke her heart, 
but swiftly everything evolves into chaos.
10e3hl (u) 9 CDs $22.99  $18.39

Available 3/9/21



Boombox: Sony CD/MP3-CD/ 
Cassette/Radio Player
Playback CDs, CD-R/
RW, and MP3 CDs 
with shuffle and 
program functions. 
Includes cassette deck 
with recording func-
tion. FM/AM tuner with 30 station resets. 
AC and battery power options with up to 19 
hours of battery life. Programmable memory 
and AC power cord. Uses six C batteries, not 
included. Notes: No discounts apply, and can-
not ship internationally. Free Shipping.
bmor  $109.00
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Later
By Stephen King

NEW! Jamie Conklin is no ordinary child. 
He can see what no one else can see and 
learn what no one else can learn. But the 
cost of using this ability is higher than 

Jamie can imagine—as he soon discovers.
40e9qf (u) 6 CDs $29.99  $23.99 

Available 3/2/21

“Later is a beautiful story about growing 
up and facing your demons—whether 

they’re metaphorical or...the real thing.” 
—CHARLES ARDAI, EDITOR OF HARD CASE CRIME


